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EDITORIAL NOTE: NELEN YUBU AT THE CROSSROADS 

Nelen Yubu, dedicated though it is by name to the “good way”, 
has got itself a bit lost and is standing at the crossroads. 

It started off at Daly River Mission about three years ago, seeing 
Daly River as a likely situation. In spite of a whole series of plans, 
Daly River has proved to have a major inconvenience in that it seems un- 
able to supply office accommodation for an expanded staff of associate 
resource/research personnel. I discovered recently that Santa Teresa 
(some 80 km southeast of Alice Springs) has good spare rooms anditalso 
gives promise of providing more co-workers than I have found at Daly 
River. 

So, to test the possibilities, we have decided to shift to Santa 
Teresa as the base of operations during 1980. At the end of the year 
we shall reassess the situation. 

There are some disadvantages in moving from Daly River: a loss 
really of possibilities rather than of actual realities. We can only 
find out if the move is for the better by actually doing it. 

It is worth emphasising that I am looking for a stable operational 
base. The theoretical field and scope of Nelen Yubu operations remain 
the same, viz. roadwork to facilitate the meeting of the Lord and 
Aboriginal Australians especially in north Australia. A secure base 
is needed, not to restrict the scope of outreach, but precisely to 
enable it to happen. 

Maybe Nelen Yubu will not grow beyond something that I personally 
have been trying to do with secretarial support and spasmodic help from 
others - contributors of papers to the journal, associated speakers at 
orientation courses etc. That could be a realistic assessment of Nelen 
Yubu’s function. At the same time I feel it is too soon yet to settle 
for such a minor outcome. It is still worth seeing if we can set up 
something that can operate wider than I can, when I am absent, when I 
have ceased to function... Santa Teresa, bigger than Daly River, with 
a much larger and more varied staff, good facilities, less isolated in 
various ways, might allow such an establishment to eventuate. At any 
rate, it’s vorth trying! 

*++****-x+*+** 

While changing address I have decided it might be a good time for 
changing a couple of names. For a number of reasons I have been toying 
with the idea of changing the name of the Nelen Yubu Institute. I had 
decided on an alternative, viz. NAMU (North Australia Missiological Unit). 
However, some of the local Aboriginal leaders protested that they had 
given the church the use of the name ‘Nelen Yubu’, and we should not 
abandon it. After all, it is not the name of a specific locality or a 
local “dreaming”, and a good way is a good vay, a “nelen yubu”, wherever 
it is found. 

All the same, I propose to replace ‘Institute’ with ‘Missiological 
Unit ’ . ‘Institute’ is a bit grandiloquent, the vay things are going; 
‘Unit’ is nicely ambivalent. The term ‘missiological’ causes confusion 
among people like government officers who can’t find it in their manual 
dictionaries, even the Oxford. Even though modern, it is well enough 
established, and it does express succinctly Nelen Yubu’s aims: more 
than and somewhat other than a resource or research centre: a venture 
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into the practical theology of active evangelization mediated into 
situations of cultural diversity by social anthropology and assoc- 
iated disciplines and crafts. 

So, it will now be the “Nelen Yubu Missiological Unit”. 

Tracks could stay as it is, in spite of the insipidity of the 
submerged pun. However, I am told that someone with surfing inter- 
ests has beaten me to the name (and probably registered it). I 
would think that the chances of confusion are remote. Nevertheless, 
while the mood for name changing is on us, I propose to call it by 
the acronym NYMUNA: journal of the Nelen Yubu Missiological Unit in 
North Australia. Unless somebody else has a better suggestion... 

(I apologise to librarians and various other people concerned 
with alphabetical tabulation for the consequent upset to their lists.) 

***********x 

It is somewhat paradoxical that Nelen Yubu should be hesitating 
at the crossroads just at the time when it looks like starting to 
have some effect! Maybe the main venture of Nelen Yubu that is worth- 
while and should be concentrated on in future is its publications, 
the missiological series and the informal periodical, to an issue of 
which what you are reading now is an editorial note. Publications 
imply awareness, reflection, research, desire for knowledge, con- 
sciousness of need, willingness for action, commitment to a cause. 
Those are the demands that Aboriginal Australia makes today, especially 
on the members of the Australian church. In this issue of Nymuna 
(Tracks) there is an Open Letter to myself as author of the first issue 
in the Nelen Yubu missiological series, New, Old and Timeless: pointers 
towards an Aboriginal theology. It is possible that a significant 
dialogue has begun or, more importantly, a multi-sided conversation. 
In his letter Fr Dan O’Donovan apologises for doubtless repeating what 
other reviewers would have said already. In my personal reply I told 
him he needn’t fear repetition: I was avare of no review: “Mine has 
been a resoundingly unheard shout.” Since then, however, a short, com- 
mendatory, carefully non-judgmental review has appeared in the October 
issue of the newsletter of the National Catholic Research Council: it 
sees Australia as being “on the way to evolving a serious Australian- 
situated contribution . ..to the multi-faceted contemporary exploration 
of theological understanding.” And since then Fr Eugene Stockton has 
sent me a copy of a much longer, appreciative and insightful review 
which he did for Outlook (issue not indicated). In personal letters 
both reviewers express great hope in the work of the Nelen Yubu 
Institute. And we receive these expressions of support at the very 
time that Nelen Yubu seems to have lost its way! 

************ 

Maybe it is a favourable augury that, quite independently of the 
foregoing considerations, this issue of Nymuna (Tracks) has a number 
of contributions from the Centre -- a recent poem, a somewhat dated 
but informative discussion of a town situation with an important 
Aboriginal factor, a valuable submission on Aboriginal teacher educat- 
ion that springs from a happy combination of insight and experience. 

Not from the Centre but from the very top of the Top End comes a 
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paper on Tiwi health that is also a rich product of experience, 
insight and reflection. 

Fr Dan O’Donovan’s Open Letter to myself as the author of 
New, Old and Timeless requires a reply from me, I suppose. I 
should acknowledge agreements, accept criticisms that I might 
find to be just, defend statements I might think to have been 
unfairly questioned. I do indeed gratefully acknowledge his 
interest and encouragement, of which in fact his Open Letter is 
merely the most formal and public of a series of expressions over 
the last couple of years. In the next issue I plan to include as 
an added contribution to the dialogue a couple of papers I gave 
recently at Alice Springs on “The Localisation of Christianity in 
Aboriginal Australia”. At this stage I prefer him to have his say 
quite unimpeded by further comment by myself. Maybe others would 
like to join in the discussion. That really would be an excellent 
effect upon yourselves, the readers! All the same, I think I should 
allow myself to say one little word that I will amplify at a later 
time : I suspect that the basic difference between Fr Dan and myself 
is in our understanding of the philosophico-psychological function 
of symbol. 

It might not be irrelevant to repeat here what an important 
part of the editorial policy of Nymuna (Tracks) is, as it is also of 
the missiological unit in general. Our interest is in positive, mutual 
cultural enrichment of two traditions, Aboriginal and Christian -- 
rather than in the social, political, even Christian witness of protest. 
It is not that the latter is not legitimate or even imperative. But 
there are already quite a few places for such valiant witness: the 
present need is not to add another but rather, protest having been 
performed, to move on into a positive phase. Having sat down in the 
middle of the road, to get up and move in the direction of the desired 
destination. This should be happening where (and to the extent that) 
Aboriginal people are secure in their own identity, confident of their 
worth and responsive to the dynamism of Christ’s call. Although it is 
a belief that is qualified in all sorts of ways, we do believe that 
such substantially is the case especially amongst tribal people in 
northern Australia. And if not, it should be! 

M&n J. W&on MSC 

Feast of the Epiphany, 1980 
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OPEN LETTER TO AUTHOR OF NEW, OLD AND TIMELESS 

4 October, 1979 
Francis of Assisi 

Djarinjan (Lombadina) 

Dear Martin, 

Dialogue is always a groping sort of thing. It feeds and grows 
on free exchange. Progress arises out of ideas brushing, and maybe 
the heat generated. 

The following reflections on your book are offered as a con- 
tribution to a long-needed, and now formally opened, discussion. 
Unfortunately, I have not been able to benefit by any reviews which 
doubtless have been appearing. So possibly some or all of the 
things I say have already been better said. 

First, I must congratulate and thank you for your very courageous 
move. New, Old and Timeless is, and must remain, a major landmark 
on the Nelen Yubu (the ‘good way’). I have read and re-read it with 
the greatest interest, even excitement. It is a foundation, and I 
enjoy the sight of a true foundation of any kind almost as much as 
that of a birth. Both are full of the future. 

The main value of the book for me - it may surprise, I hope not 
disappoint you - lies in its first chapter. This admirable compendium 
of current thought clearly sets the stage for the open dialogue which 
must surely ensue. Everything is stated, and with masterly precision. 
If these guidelines are followed, then the dialogue should be truly 
constructive. 

But dialogue is also difficult, a labour. (This does not, of 
course, mean unenjoyable.) And the more widely disparate the 
participants’ frames of reference, the more difficult the dialogue 
becomes. The instinct of sympathy naturally incites one to hold 
and fondle prima facie similarities. They can easily be seen as 
tokens of unity. But the dialoguer has to beware all the time of 
this sympathy of his/hers. It may mislead,and ground may thus be 
lost. 

In our case, any translating on our part of Christian theology 
into Aboriginal idiom must be, in the words of Evangelii Nuntiandi 
quoted in chapter 1, “without the slightest betrayal of its essential 
truth” on the one hand; and on the other, in your words at the con- 
clusion of that chapter, “as free as possible from the limiting con- 
ditions of our own cultural understanding and practice of it.” 

Chapters two, three and four, in which you attempt to single out 
and come to grips with “categories of religious thought” which, you 
say, Aborigines and Christians have in common, are a difficulty to me 
and in the end, as you present these ‘categories’, (in particular 
‘sacramentality’), unacceptable. I will try now to explain why. 
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1. TRANSCENDENCE? 

My basic difficulty lies in your unqualified acceptance of the 
personages of Aboriginal ‘Dreaming’ as ‘transcendental beings’ 
(following Maddock). You even refer to this as a “special outstand- 
ing feature of Aboriginal religions” (p.27). As this is the crux of 
the matter, I must delay a bit in trying to express myself. (I in- 
clude in these considerations your note entitled, ‘Nugumanj : Father 
in Heaven’ which appeared in an earlier number of Tracks.) 

In January (5-11) 1969 a colloquy was held in Rome organised by 
the International Centre of Humanist Studies and by the Institute of 
Philosophical Studies in Rome. The papers delivered and discussed 
were later published in one volume under the title L'Analyse du 
Langage Theologique : Le Nom de Dieu (Aubier, Paris, 1969). One of 
the papers is by the French philosopher, Paul Recoeur of the Uni- 
versity of Paris. It is named “La paternite : du fantasme au symbole”. 

In a subsection of this paper, he observes in carefully researched 
detail how, firstly, the idea of a god considered and invoked as 
“Father” is, in the history of religions, “a commonplace” (“une grande 
banalith”). Australians are included in his list of references. He 
adds : “the mere fact of the designation of a god as father is of 
little consequence. The problem is the meaning attached to this 
designation”, (is it fantasm or symbol?). 

Secondly, he outlines how, in Israel’s history in particular, 
the designation of God as father was treated with “infinite prudence” 
and was, in fact, not used.Gat all in the epic narrative-style litera- 
ture of the Hexateuch, including the creation account. 

It came into use, ever so slowly and hesitantly, only in the 
prophetic literature, and there in inseparable conjunction with the 
already developed notions of ‘covenant’ and ‘torah’. (“The covenant 
it is which gives meaning to the parenthood.“) 

It is therefore not surprising that, central to the emergence 
of the father-designation, is Exodus 3,13-15, the burning bush 
episode, in which Moses asks God his name and meets with an evasive 
answer. The God of Israel will not be named. Whatever his name 
(=nature), he is with Israel. 

The prophets may now come along and speak of that same God as 
‘father ’ . It is understood by the people as a symbolic title, a 
human, metaphorical word; there is not the slightest danger of its 
being taken literally. ‘I am’ remains the Wholly Other. 

For the prophets, further, the term ‘father’ is expressive rather 
of hope than of faith (though of faith too, of course) and is more 
forward-looking than backward, being, like the image of God as Israel’s 
husband, inextricably tied in with eschatology. 

In the Old Testament as a whole, it never becomes a favoured 
designation (it occurs less than twenty times in all). There was 
too much risk of its being fantasised. 

The fact is that to arrive at the concept (or non-concept) of 
‘transcendent being’, one needs a certain power of abstraction. Now, 
abstract thinking, or experiencing, did not come naturally or without 
effort, to the biblical Semite who thought more in terms of concrete 
everyday happenings, of what he could see and touch, or at least 
reach with his fertile imagination. 

It seems to me, on the grounds of the evidence so far supplied 
by the anthropologists, that the Australian Aborigine never, in fact, 
arrived in his religious creations at either the conscious experience 
or the concept of a transcendent. His amazingly heightened sense of 
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fantasy held him from doing so, while enabling him to achieve his so 
beautiful and coherent world-vision in which everything made sense. 

My conjecture may be wrong (and if so I would need to reconsider 
completely my misgivings about your approach), but it appears to me 
that the Aboriginal cosmography has no outside, and never has had, not 
even the suspicion of one. The ‘eternity ’ anthropologists see as inter- 
penetrating with time, or ‘compenetrating’, is no more than the time- 
measurement of the Dreaming in that self-contained cosmography. The 
Dreaming is the one, and the only, empirical/spiritual region, in which 
an Ultimate is not consciously touched or even sought for. 

What Aborigines have almost always been concerned with is the 
closeness of their spirit-beings to man, their even physical affinity 
or identity; not their distance, their difference, their otherness. 
Just how literal the identifying was is well illustrated in Strehlow’s 
two anecdotes which you record on page 61. 

2. 'INCARNATION'? 

In this picture, the idea, and occurrence, of ‘incarnation’, ‘descent’, 
are neither a scandal nor foolishness (see Cor. 1,23); indeed, there is 
nothing easier or more understandable: “when the crowds saw what Paul had 
done (i.e. cured a cripple), they lifted up their voices, saying in Lycaonian, 
‘The gods have come down to us in the likeness of men’.” (Acts 14,ll). 

Hence also the fact that the Dreamworld can be a highly competitive 
society, in which a god or ancestor from the whiteman’s country would 
certainly be a handicapped starter. 

That is why the issue of transcendence is so crucial to any dialogue, 
a necessary starting-point; since, without it, neither the Christ of christ- 
ian belief nor mediation of any fully Christian kind, can begin to be 
understood. 

Might I suggest, therefore, that instead of speaking about ‘transcend- 
ental beings’, we use the term ‘spirit-beings’; not even ‘supernatural’ 
or ‘preter-natural’, since Aboriginal cosmo-ontology admits of neither. 

Grasping the notion of transcendence will mean, however, for the 
Aborigine, as is usual with the Gospel a turning upside-down of the whole 
Aboriginal world view he has so loved, and actually embodied; a shaking 
till its bones rattle and are scattered in all directions.* 

He need not fear. It does not mean total destruction and loss. 
Far from it. 

For then, after fantasy has died and risen again as symbolic 

* Mircea Eliade comments in his study on ‘Shamanism’, p.159: 
“Among hunting peoples bones represent the final source of life, both 
human and animal . . ..This is why the bones of game are not broken, but 
carefully gathered up and disposed of according to custom, that is, 
buried, placed on platforms or in trees, thrown into the sea and so 
on. From this point of view, the burial of animals exactly follows 
the method used for disposing of human remains. For in both cases 
alike, the ‘soul’ is presumed to reside in the bones and hence the 
resurrection of the individual from its bones can be expected...” 



understanding, will come the reassembling of those scattered 
bones, and he will find, to his heart’s delight and unbounded 
surprise, that Nugumanj is -- but truly, dog and all! -- the 
one, true God, the Object of man’s hope; and that he has a 
son after all, “one dearly loved son” (Mk 12,6), and together 
ve can laugh and concelebrate. 

Transcendence once acquired, and not presumed, your words 
on pages 34-35 set forth a magnificent program: “An Aboriginal 
Christian theology demands full development of the joint theme 
of the transcendent-immanent God. It would need to be presented 
not baldly, but with dramatic vividness. Any presentation of 
Christianity that is not resonant with a rich ontology, must 
fail to satisfy the needs of the Aboriginal spirit.” 

3. SACRAMENTALITY? 

We must not allov ourselves, I feel, in our efforts at 
Christian theologising, to be distracted by the use made of our 
theological terms -- often finely and laboriously chiselled out 
over a long time -- by adepts of disciplines other than theology, 
even if one naturally listens to these with respect and 
expectation. 

Hans Kijng somewhere referred to sacramental theology as 
“one of the most obscure sectors in the history of dogma.” 
The word ‘sacramenturn’ itself is (Znd-3rd century) Tertullian’s 
rendering of the Greek word ‘myst&rion’. 

In speaking, however, of ‘Christ, the Sacrament’, and 
organising his thought around that fundament, Edward Schillebeeckx 
is not innovating. He is placing the sacraments in their exact 
New Testament setting. They are salvific actions; and con- 
sequently, Christian sacramentalism is Christ’s salvation -- 
the salvation -- in deed. It pervades the new creation, the 
cosmos which has been glorified in being assumed by Transcendent 
Love. 

Before his coming, and apart from his coming, that cosmos 
rather hides than manifests the God of Mystery, though it does 
speak of him in a diminished way (Ram. 1,ZO). ‘Transcendence’ 
is there, but because of man’s impaired vision, cannot easily 
be recognised. 

Is the category of ‘sacramentality’, then, a useful one 
at all in our dialogue vith the Aborigines? 

Until such time as Transcendence is perceived, I feel it is 
not useful. In meeting them in the realm of fantasy and en- 
couraging them to remain there, we delay their breakthrough into 
the symbolic. 
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“In the Eucharist (you say on page 501, through the enactment 
of a rite of visible signs, we effectively participate in, and draw 
vitality from, the central event of salvation - history, from the 
greatest Dreamtime happening ever, if you feel like putting it 
that way. ” 

Here the term ‘Dreamtime’ appears to me as more confusing than 
helpful. In Christ, on the contrary, the Aborigine is set free from 
that former constricting worldview which saw -- and even celebrated -- 
reality as closed. He is freed from this in somewhat the same way 
(though the comparison is poor) as the Jew is from “the Law”. And, 
in being freed, can now start looking forward, for the first time 
ever, in hope. 

The retrospection inherent in the Dreaming makes of it, to say 
the least, a doubtfully useful term in our dialogical theology. It 
need not be jettisoned altogether. (I mean the term, as designative 
of their former way of thinking.) Every people and person is the 
product of his past, and has a right to cherish its memory. Only 
let it be as a memory that it is cherished. There is no cause for 
regret when one has been set free into a bigger life-fruition, 
still perfectly continuouswith the old. 

On the other hand again, once transcendence is grasped and the 
signi-ficant acts and objects have gone through the purification, 
then all Aboriginal instincts and intuitions will come fully alive, 
the same as before, but heavy with another fragrance. In that 
fragrance, Aborigines will resume their celebration of nature and 
life with a newly awakened sense of sacramental presence and the 
comfort of divine healing. They will find themselves, as it were, 
on a hilltop, looking out over an immense and indescribable contem- 
plative panorama, their view of ‘the Mystery, hidden from the ages, 
but now revealed.. .” 

Here we meet the most intriguing fact of all; namely, that in 
their millennial religious searchings and realisations, it was 
indeed the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the ‘God of the living” 
(Mk.12,27 par.), the All-Transcendent, who was inspiring and leading 
them. Their Law, too, was, for them, a divine “pedagogy unto Christ” 
(Gal. 3,24). During all that time, “Christ was the end of the 
Law” (Rom.l0,4), which means of a piece with it, its final purpose, 
that to which all the parts tend and in which all terminate, its telos. 

In discovering, therefore, the Transcendent now, they will not be 
meeting, opening themselves to, anyone different from the sanctities 
of their forebears. The God who revealed himself obscurely in the past, 
now reveals himself clearly, in light and splendor. He is not 
frightening, or distant, but closer and smaller and more tender than 
they could ever have dreamed. He is black and has a dog -- maybe a 
pussycat too, where he lives. He is All-Mother, and a lot more besides. 

We ought not take for granted that even those Aborigines baptised 
on our missions have necessarily reached the idea of a Transcendent 
God. The observation recorded in your earlier article in Tracks on 
Nuguman j , where the people thought Father might be talking about 
Nuguman j, would suggest being on one’s guard. The greatest pity 
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would be if Christianity were to be seen by our baptised as another 
Dreaming, the whiteman’s Dreaming, and hence as pertaining to the 
world of their fantasy. What is more, we ourselves with our long 
Christian heritage, are never immune to the beguilings of our fantasy. 

4. CELEBRATION OF LIFE 

This most attractive aspect of Aboriginal culture to which you 
so rightly draw attention, offers,1 agree, most promising ground for 
theological dialogue. Here there is no semantic problem, as in the 
case of ‘sacramentality’ and ‘Dreamtime’. Life is good in all its 
forms and we can celebrate it with festivity together. No explanations 
or precautions are called for. 

Nevertheless, once more, a fully mutual concelebration presupposes 
an achieved Transcendence and transfigured symbol. Life has a name 
now which it didn’t in the Dreaming, and is different altogether. 
It is no longer precarious, but quite certain, constant and inexhaust- 
ible. From the present, its gaze is into the future. 

Once this process has been completed, and we concelebrate that 
Life which is the light of men (Jn.l), we may need to look out, how- 
ever, because a force will be unleashed, unbound any longer to its 
past. We cannot but be affected as we celebrate together, all of us. 
We official evangelizers may find ourselves throwing off many schackles 
of our own we had scarcely realised encumbered us, many supports we 
were resting on unconsciously to help us maintain our position. Before 
we know where we are, we may even find ourselves up to our necks in 
politics -- is it not there that life is made and broken? -- acting in 
ways we had never believed we could or would. Life is no follower -- 
it leads, beckoning us on. 

But what if our dialogue is with one still in the Dreaming? This 
is the greatest challenge to the missionary. It means we have to get 
with him, right down in there where pure human religious instinct is 
born and fed and grows. One has to De there where he is before one 
talks in such a way as to be heard by one who has a known happiness and 
spiritual security, if only a partial one. Indeed, ours too is incom- 
plete, is it not? 

In a course on missiology he gave some years ago at the Pastoral 
Institute in Manila, the well-known Jesuit writer, Yves Raquin, re- 
ferred (if I remember rightly) to the self-emptying aspect of mission- 
ary work, after the manner of Christ. Nowhere, perhaps, is it more 
apparent than here, where we Christians are forced, in the interests 
of free dialogue, down into the caverns of religious instincts and in- 
tuitions, which are mostly wrapped in silence, or appear in the smile 
or the frown, or the hand-etched design. As long as there is no 
rapport just there, our word-dialogue cannot any more bear fruit than 
a rootless mango. 

Dear Martin, thank you once again for your enterprise and spirit. 
I hope that, in the exchange of thought which you invite, the way 
ahead may become clearer, and we may all grow together in understanding 
and love. 

Greetings to you all over there. 

Laudetur Jesus Christus. 

Dan O’Donovan OCR. 
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DALY RIVER CENTRE 

CATECHETICAL COURSE AT THE DALY RIVER CENTRE, 21 - 28 JULY, 1979 

1. AIM OF THE COURSE 

a) The formulation of a graded (childhood to adult) system of 
catechetics suited (meaningful and authentic) to particular 
groups of Aborigines, namely at Bathurst Island, Santa Teresa, 
Port Keats and Daly River. 
At the same time, at least the foundations will be laid for the 
training of a select group of catechists from each place, whose 
chief task in their community will be that of giving religious 
instruction. This group may take time to refine itself (voc- 
ation wise) and may ultimately (it is hoped) assume the role 
of a definite church ministry. 

b) Both for teachers and pupils, the aim has a double thrust: 
i) the development of Christian knowledge 

ii) at the same time, the development of continued Christian 
growth and formation. 

2. MEANS 

a) The foundation of the project is prayer - a close relationship 
with God, an ever deepening awareness of Him and their complete 
dependence on Him. This prayer then, must be authentic and 
genuine - the Aborigine finds God in his own established 
quietness, in the depth of his “culture”. One for so long so 
close to nature, so familiar with it, so dependent on it, 
cannot surely be far from God. He is to establish contact his 
way - which may not be in many words but more the silent real- 
ization of the contemplative. 

b) In this prayer-spirit he absorbs the truths of the Faith, the 
Gospel message, the action of God in the events and characters 
of the Old Testament. Having done this, he communicates to 
his fellows in his own familiar thought patterns and language. 

3. COURSE 

A group of 17 Tiwi teachers arrived on Saturday afternoon, 21 July. 

St. Therese's School: Nina Black, Ancilla Munkara, Marlene 
Kerinaiua, Marie Simplicia Tipuamantumirri, Anne Caroline Purunta- 
tameri, Augusta Portaminni, Agnes Mary Tipungwuti, Paul Black, 
Eddie Murgatopi, Henry Kerinaiua, De1 Portaminni, Raphaelia 
Tipiloura, Frances Therese Portaminni, Gerarda Tipiloura, Anna 
Kelantumama, Immaculata. 

Francis Xavier's School: Teddy Portaminni. 

Mass was celebrated on Sunday morning, following an introductory 
talk to the group, in which the aims and general outline of the 
course were discussed. After Mass the teachers were asked to find 
for themselves a quiet place, somewhere on the river bank, a prayer 
place for each one to meet with God, to be kept as such for the 
entire week. 
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PROGRAMME 

9.00 am A quiet time with God. 
10.00 am Morning tea. 
10.30 am Get ready to share with the group, either in writing or 

drawing, my experience with God. 
11.00 am Share my experience with the group. 
12.00 noon Lunch. 

1.30 pm Groups of 3. Work out ways to help your children know 
more about God. 

3.30 pm All groups share together. 
4.30 pm Break. 
7.30 pm Mass - Liturgy group. 

As the above appeared to work quite well, this timetable was kept 
for the week. 

PROGRAMME IN DETAIL 

The first session each day - the reflection, consisted of the 
following topics for the week: 
Creation; Abraham; Moses; Peter, a man like us; Peter, after the 
Resurrection. 
From each topic, only one point was really stressed, e.g: 

Moses - close relationship with God. 
Peter, so like us - his weakness, etc. 

Some points of the topic of the day were put forward and then each 
one retired to his or her prayer place to reflect for 20-30 minutes. 

After morning tea, the group prepared a drawing in order to 
illustrate their experience. After each one had placed the drawing 
of the morning’s reflection on the wall, the group took it in turns 
to share their experience in their own language. 

In the afternoon, the teachers broke up into groups of three, 
keeping with teachers who had children close to the same age group. 
It was stressed that the task now was to apply the morning’s sharing, 
by developing, enlarging and making it meaningful to the class sit- 
uation back home. To this end some audio-visual material was placed 
at their disposal, so that one group made its own film strip; another, 
slides for use on the overhead projector. One group composed a song 
and dance from the day’s theme. A group made its own play, while the 
last group, the Liturgy group, watched the other groups share and 
then had the work of incorporating what they thought suitable, in the 
evening Mass. Each day the groups changed their activity so all had 
use of the material on hand. 

RESULT 

The result of the week’s prayer and sharing together was all one 
could have wished for at this stage. There certainly was a steady 
growth in their life with God, from the first to the fifth day. 
That in itself was a very wonderful thing. 

In the beginning, in preparation, most members went to a great 
deal of trouble and expertise to draw their experience. Gradually, 
they came to understand that this was only a means, not the end, of 
sharing. Also, the sharing itself was quite a traumatic experience 
for those involved. This gradually eased as the week progressed. 
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It was noticeable earlier in the week how God, to a large 
extent, was held on the periphery, but by degrees He became a 
very personal God, e.g. ‘I. . . and we ate the fish, Our Lord and 
myself and the others and we were very happy.” 

Their ability to share this life with the children they 
teach and instil in them a growing awareness of God, will 
gradually come as their own spiritual life deepens. 

OUTCOME 

This envisaged system of catechetics, if it is to be 
authentic and genuine, cannot be an instant production, but 
must be the fruits of much prayer and thought on the one hand 
and, on the other, experimentation and adaptation in the 
teaching situation. 

It is expected that in the above process, genuine para- 
liturgies will evolve and an authentic liturgy for the 
celebration of the Mass and the Sacraments. 

Fr. J. Leary MSC 

Sr. Mary McGowan FDNSC 

PORT KEATS WOMEN CATECHISTS' REPORT, 7 - 12 OCTOBER, 1979 

This group proved to be very original. Once they unwound. 
they surged ahead with ideas, using their own peculiar thought 
patterns. To a large extent they became the most independent 
group to have done the course. They worked quietly and 
efficiently and produced work which, to us, was quite unique 
in thought and presentation. 

Herein lies a problem. When we came together to share on 
the fourth day, I had in mind what I thought was the obvious 
trend the session would take. Instead, the sharing took such 
a form that I felt the whole point of the session had been 
missed. Each one shared their morning’s experience with God 
by relating a story which, at first sight, seemed to have 
nothing to do with the topic. As the vast majority shared in 
the same way, it was necessary to re-evaluate the whole 
session. Then it became clear that they were expressing their 
feelings and emotions by recalling experiences in their own 
lives of similar feelings. They could understand exactly 
how Peter must have felt, failing Our Lord, by telling a story 
when they failed to come to the help of a person in dire need. 
And the feelings of disappointment in Peter and the Apostles, 
so akin to their own, when they arrive home after hunting, 
with no catch, nothing for the others. 

Another point to note was the fact that certain aspects 
of the story, which for us held little importance, were of 
major significance to them. This was shown in the sharing 
of ‘Peter, after the Resurrection’. Every one of them dwelt 
on the scene of the great haul of fish. They lingered on that 
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aspect of the story. It meant so much to them, naturally, 
because after all, it was part of their traditional liveli- 
hood. 

Therefore, it would seem necessary to allow them to 
formulate their own method of approach to Catechetics - to 
work out what things have an impact on them - to allow them 
the time to dwell on these things, so relevant to themselves - 
to interiorise them, to change and improve and digress. Only 
they, themselves, are able to do these things and so make 
their religion, their God, meaningful to them. 

Thus, on our part, the formulation of instant, ‘appealing’, 
even Aboriginal-looking schemes of Catechetics, must be 
avoided. 

Rather, we must encourage and allow to happen, the slow, 
meaningful, evolutionary process, that comes from their hearts 
and their minds and finds expression in their way. 

So we must be prepared to wait (so very difficult) months, 
even years, before a total programme becomes solidified. 

It is so very satisfying for us to utilise or formulate a 
nicely rounded catechetical system. We can tick things off as 
we go and at the end of a period, feel we have done our duty to 
God and man. 

It is a temptation to prefer programme to person. 

Sr. Mary McGovan FDNSC 
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Christ, You are here 
In this place where I am stranger 
Your presence is real 

and You are acting. 
In the sense we find You more 
And respond to Your Spirit and Word 

You are growing. 

You do not ‘break in’ - as we have done; 
You break out! 
You are already here.... 

Then Lord, 
Where are You Really? 
Where are your places? What are your ways? 
Which are your words ? When are your times? 
How do we find you? Why do you hide? 

Well, 
Christ I see in ‘these wonderful people’ 
They teach me so much, they liberate me! 
Their lives are so real, they they most much always 
So good, so honest, so free... 

Christ I find in ‘these poor simple people’ 
Dispossessed and detribalized 
Dehumanized and demoralized 
(They do need to be Christianized) 

True. They are my livelihood, my clients in fact. 
My passport to Heaven’s just ‘riding on their backs.’ 

Christ I think resides in 
Me. I bring the ‘good news’ - salvation’s free! 
I have the message. I’ll give it to you. 
Christ you’re aware is living in me. 

Christ?? Let’s not bother 
He’s somewhere out there... 
Up there more likely, but who really cares. 
Human development’s the name of the game 
And God’s right there,brother, 
It’s all the same. 

As many Christs as strangers 
As many Gods as men. 
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Jesus Christ? He’s in the Chwrch. 
And Sunday too at that. 
Kalla, He’s in heaven too 
That’s His upper storey flat. 
We know all about Him. 
You have told us well. 
He’s a white God 
and He loves - you 
and bad people go to hell, eh? 

Jesus? He’s just everywhere 
And God is Arunta, so. 
He belongs to us alright 
That’s what we mob know. 

You’ll see Him in the rocks and hills, 
You’ll see Him on the plains, 
You’ll find Him in the quiet wind 
- in the desert after rain. 
You’ll see Him in the sky at night 
And the mornings early glow 
You’ll hear Him in the birds and trees 
He’s everywhere you know. 
And when the wild flowers blossom 
And when the moon is full 
When Rainbow comes and water falls 
He’s there. He’s with us still. 

Oh yes, you’ll find Him in the Church 
That’s white man’s sacred place. 
That’s good - and Jesus He is there 
At Mass . . . should have clean face, eh? 

Now me, I like to tell you 
Where I think Jesus be 
And then I tell you something 
Secret - to you from me. 

Where there’s empty flagons, that’s where Jesus is. 
Do you hear me brother? 
That’s where Jesus is! 

And where there’s broken flagons, that’s where Jesus is. 
Can you understand me brother? 
That’s where Jesus is. 

And where the kids play in the dust 
Where people are not free 

And where the young men sit and think 
Where old men weep - and dream. 

And where the girls you see are hurt 
And where the fights begin 

And where the fights continue 
And where the fights grow dim. 

And where the struggle centres 
And where the pain’s intense 

And where the shame and where the blame are 
That’s Jesus place, my friend. 
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As many Christs as strangers? 
As many Gods as men? 

No, I think we’ll find One 
And we’ll make Him in the end. 

And there’s my secret for you 
Take it if you can 
He’s here and there and everywhere 
But first and last with You, Man. 

Robyn Reynolds FDNSC 
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DEvELoPMENT PLANS FOR WADERR LFORTS KEAT$ BY KARDU NUNIDA 

August 1979 

Following amicable discussions with DAA, which resulted in mutual 
agreement of all concerned, it is now possible to go ahead with several 
developmental works, which have been planned for some time. The pro- 
jects will be completed as soon as possible, depending upon the availa- 
bility of tradesmen, whererequired, and the input of the local people. 
The following list of projects is provided for the interest and informa- 
tion of the Waderr Community, and any other interested people. 

VEHICLE SECURITY AREA 

The site next to the recently prepared water supply reserve, will be 
similarly developed into a vehicle parking bay. Car-ports will be pro- 
vided for Kardu Numida vehicles. Steel and materials are already on 
hand and work will commence very soon. 

GENERAL STORE 

A cool-room and produce-room is to be built for the store, to accommodate 
Ernie McGrath!s and Kardu Numida’s plans to expand the facilities of the 
shop, to provide more adequately for the needs of the community. Addit- 
ionally, the new shelves and display units have been purchased, together 
with new freezer cabinets. 

Another fence with large double gates will be erected at the bakery end 
of the two stores, and the area surrounding the store and bakery will be 
cleaned up and planted with grass and trees. The existing tracks between 
the store and the car-park will be closed off. At the front of the build- 
ing, a ‘social ’ area will be prepared with seats etc., for the comfort of 
the customers. 

BAKERY 

As well as area beautification works to the bakery grounds, a new oven 
has been purchased and is on hand ready to be installed into a new 
section to be built on to the bakery. This will enable the production 
of a variety of new bakery lines, by the local staff, under the continued 
supervision of Sister Frederick. 

SEWING FACTORY 

A new sewing factory is to be built on the corner site next to the bulk 
store. The steel, which used to be near the airstrip, together with 
other available steel, will be utilised in the construction to minimise 
cost and reduce waste materials. A dress and ladies apparel retail 
shop will be incorporated into the building. 

SERVICE STATION 

Now that the tanks and bowser are set up, a service station will be built 
in that area between the old store and the present club building. 

BUTCHER SHOP 

It is hopefully planned to convert the old store into a butcher shop, as a 
retail outlet for Palumpa beef; more in the future on this, as plans 
develop. 

RECREATION HALL 

There will be extensive upgrading of this building to make it into a 
place more conducive to recreational activities. 
In the long term, the licenced club will be transferred to there, and 
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full club facilities will be provided, including a proper bar, tables, 
chairs, pool room, and a hot food and snacks sales area. In the in- 
terim, the building will be cleaned up and painted, and several altera- 
tions will be made to both the building itself, and its immediate 
environment, including fencing and landscaping, so that it can be used 
as a social gathering place. 

MUSEUM AND CULTURAL WORKSHOP 

There is a proposal on the drawing board to convert the old church to a 
Museum and Cultural Workshop. The Museum would be located in the 
transepts and the nave vould be renovated as an artifacts area. The 
alterations will include wall lining and ceilings and at least the 
Museum will be airconditioned, perhaps the whole building, depending 
on funds. 

SINGLE LADIES' BUILDING 

The new single ladies’ building will receive a $50,000 (approx.) face- 
lift, to renovate the accommodation to three flats, each of two bedrooms 
sharing kitchen, shover and toilet facilities. A verandah will be built 
on the upper level to provide separate entry into each unit; the ver- 
andah vi11 be enclosed by louvre-mesh to provide privacy. 

MORE AREA BEAUTIFICATION 

The grounds around the single men’s and women’s quarters are being top 
dressed, hopefully to be planted with grass seed, prior to the vet. The 
nature strips in the same area will also be put down to grass. Soil will 
be supplied to the police station area to enable top dressing to be done 
and probably the region betveen the police residences and homes vi11 also 
be top dressed. It is hoped that trees will be planted in all the areas 
specified for beautification, including nature strips etc., and the help 
of residents in these locations will be appreciated. 

GARDEN 

The garden has been replanned as a very much simplified arrangement to 
incorporate acoconuiand mango plantation, in the old garden area, leav- 
ing ample room for vatermelons, tomatoes etc. A completely nev water 
reticulation system will be laid out, and tanks and pumps will be added 
to the existing bore, to upgrade the whole system. ‘Drip feed’ water 
lines will ensure the rplaatations are constantly supplied and pumps will 
supply pressure boost for spraying systems. All the necessary materials 
will arrive this month. 

POULTRY 

The poultry shed is being changed over to a total ‘caged’ system vith all 
the birds in suspended vire cages, which are automatically supplied with 
feed pellets and water. Again this simplifies the vhole operation, which 
allows maximum input by local vorkers, in line with the new garden setup. 

BROKEN DOWN VEHICLES 

All the old cars and trucks dovn around the workshops are to be taken 
away to the back of the rubbish dump, so if you own one of these trucks, 
and you still want it, you will have to take it away yourself to the place 
where you want to keep it. Do it now, or you will lose it. 

MANUAL TRAINING BOYS 

The boys have been successful in gaining a contract to manufacture one 
hundred rubbish-bin holders for bins, vhich will be placed at strategic 
places around the community. The holders are made of steel and are 
designed to be virtually ‘dog-proof’....ve hope! 
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COMMUNICATION 

We would like to remind all residents of the community - Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal, that they are very welcome to discuss any problems 
or difficulties that they may be experiencing, with the Kardu Numida 
Executive. There is usually someone in the office; if not, simply 
leave a note, requesting an appointment, so that the matter can be 
discussed at the earliest possible time. 

SENIOR ELDERS 

KARDU NUMIDA 

CHANGES GF NAME, LOCATION AND ADDRESS 

* ZtiX&uf 06 Nelen Yubu Institute: 

NELEN YUBU MISSIOLOGICAL UNIT 

NELEN YUBU MISSIOLOGICAL UNIT, 
SANTA TERESA MISSION, 
C/- TOWN HOUSE, 
ALICE SPRINGS, 

NT 5750 

* 7vzn~ea.d 06 Tracks: 

NYMUNA: journal of the Nelen Yubu Missiological 

Unit in North Australia. 
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NORTHERN TERRITORY LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

INQUIRY INTO WELFARE NEEDS 

SUBMISSION 

from the 

CATHOLIC CHURCH - ALICE SPRINGS 
October 1978 

PLAN OF SUBMISSION: 

1. PREAMBLE 

2. THE ALICE SPRINGS SITUATION 

3. WHAT WE SEE AS THE NEEDS 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. CONCLUSION 

6. APPENDIX 

PREAMBLE 

The Catholic Parish of Alice Springs accepts the invitation 
of the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly to prepare a 
Submission for the consideration of the Board of Inquiry into 
Welfare Needs. 

The Catholic Church is deeply involved through its Agencies 
in dealing with Welfare and feels that it has a lot of experience 
and expertise to draw upon. As people working in the field, and 
face to face with pressing problems of daily living, we welcome 
the opportunity to submit to the Northern Territory Government 
what we are doing, what we see as the needs, and our recommend- 
ations. 

By welfare we mean the organised efforts to improve health, 
education and the living and working conditions of those who 
need help. The organised efforts can be carried out by voluntary 
agencies and/or by the Government. 

What follows comes from group discussions and seminars held 
in the parish of Alice Springs over the past couple of months. 
We hope that it will be valuable to the Board of Inquiry. 
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2. THE ALICE SPRINGS SITUATION 

The town of Alice Springs has a number of problems which 
arise from the uniqueness of its situation. Containing as it 
does within its neighbourhood the space age sophistication of 
“Pine Gap” alongside a large Aboriginal population that can 
trace its origin back to perhaps 40,000 years, and citizens 
who come not only from all over Australia but from all over the 
world, it must, of its very nature, give birth to unique problems. 

These problems are in turn exaggerated by the vast distances 
that separate Alice from other parts of Australia and the world. 
This remoteness entices some people to come to Alice Springs to 
avoid unpleasant situations elsewhere and to start afresh - a 
good thing in itself; but for others it necessitates leaving 
family and long standing friendships behind; and often causing 
emotional and psychological distress. 

We want to comment on some of these unique Alice Springs 
situations. 

2.1 ALCOHOLISM 

Whatever we determine as the causes, it is a sad fact that 
alcohol consumption plays a dominant part in the social life of 
all sectors of the Alice community. The devastating effects of 
abuse of alcoholic beverages are well known. Here, in the centre 
of Australia they are obviously evident and cause great distress. 
Some of those devastating effects are: 

Breakdown of family life 
Wife bashing 
Separation 
Uncared for children 
Sickness - both physical and mental 
Death at an early age through such diseases as cirrhosis 

of the liver. 

Very little has been done to reduce this problem. 

2.2 IMBALANCE OF AGE GROUPS 

The distribution of different age groups throughout the 
population of Alice Springs is imbalanced. 

There is a lack of higher education facilities which cause 
many young people to leave for the capital cities to find training 
in some trades or to attend Colleges with higher standards, as well 
as Universities and Institutes of higher learning. 

The population tends to be made up of people in their twenties 
and thirties and children under ten years. 

2.3 RACIAL CONFLICT 

While not wanting to join forces with those who exaggerate 
racial tensions in the community, there is quite evidently, as 
there is in most parts of Australia, racial conflicts in the town 
of Alice Springs. Some of this has been unduly promoted, both by 
innuendo and false assertions, but be this as it may, the harmon- 
ious living together of certain sections of the community leaves 
a lot to be desired. 
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2.4 PLIGHT OF THE ABORIGINES 

Volumes have been written on the deprivations experienced by 
Aboriginal people in the Alice area. Very few well founded 
solutions have been offered. Establishment of suitable accommod- 
ation seems to be catered for to some degree at present, and the 
efforts of the Government departments must be encouraged. Still, 
there are few job opportunities for Aborigines in the Alice area, 
and the whole social climate of the tovn makes it very difficult 
for Aboriginal people to live in a manner offering them a respect- 
able existence. 

2.5 LONELINESS 

A very real and modern phenomenon which has reached epidemic 
levels in Alice Springs is that of loneliness amongst its 
citizens. The causes for this are not at all clear although the 
effects are noticeable in all sectors of the community. These 
effects manifest themselves through drunkeness, increasing 
incidence of suicide, resource to the occult, dependency on 
drugs - even pharmaceutical ones. 

It is distressing to realise hov much of our small community 
is influenced by the preoccupation with the abnormal such as the 
possession by spirits, the need for exorcism, the act of suicide 
by relations or friends. Within the last six months two High 
School students have killed themselves. 

Some special areas of loneliness are one parent families, the 
unemployed, the handicapped, fringe dwellers, the school dropouts. 

2.6 THE OLD 

There are only about 300 old people living in Alice Springs. 
The old seem to find it hard to live in the Alice due to the 
climate or because a particular hospital treatment may not be 
available here. Their absence is a loss to children who miss out 
on their caring, which they can show in so many vays, and on the 
discipline often given by ‘grandma’ or ‘grandad’. Likewise 
their feeling and love for tradition and lore are lost. The whole 
of Alice Springs suffers as a result. 

2.7 THE CHRISTMAS SCENE 

The Alice Springs holiday period over December-January is a 
unique one. Because of a number of factors like the very hot 
veather, isolation and loneliness, many people, such as bank 
employees, school teachers, Government employees, leave Alice 
Springs and go down south for their annual leave. 

The town virtually comes to a halt. The local children have 
little to do. Some special holiday programs and activities are 
organised for the children and the town svimming pool is a very 
popular place, but generally, the holidays are hot and long for 
them. 

2.8 THE COUNTRYSIDE 

Before leaving a description of the Alice Springs situation, 
we want to say a word about one of its greatest assets. The 
Alice region is particularly blessed with natural beauty. The 
countryside is very attractive. There are many beautiful scenic 
spots. People of all ages have opportunities for camping, outings, 
sight-seeing tours that can be relaxing, enjoyable and refreshing. 
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So, while we have commented on some of the problems we see 
as unique to Alice Springs, we feel that it should also be kept 
in mind that the area itself does have charm that has a wonderful 
therapeutic value. 

WHAT WE SEE AS THE NEEDS 

We have divided the areas of need into two groups : 

3.1 ADULTS 

3.2 YOUTH 

THE ADULT SCENE 

We can see that the adult scene in Alice Springs is very un- 
balanced. There are large numbers of young people up to the age 
of 35 years and then the figures for the older age groups fall 
away dramatically. A lot of these young adults are involved in 
sport. Sport in Alice Springs is well provided for. 

We have also seen that a lot of these people move out of the 
town at Christmas time. 

There is a noticeable absence of old people around the town. 
Married people often comment on the absence of their own parents 
and hence the lack of the grandparents’ influence on children. 
These young married people are unable to call on their own parents 
to help vith simple things like minding the children when they go 
shopping, or looking after them when they want a night out. 

The Service Clubs like Rotary, Lions, Apex are strong in Alice. 
Other voluntary organisations like the St Vincent de Paul Society 
and the Salvation Army and the YWCA are well supported and do 
good work. There are two groups of Alcoholics Anonymous 
functioning in the town. Excellent vork is being done in the 
Aboriginal Hostels and particularly by the Tangitjara Council. 
A number of voluntary groups carry out hospital visitation. 
There are opportunities for Nev Australians to attend language 
classes. The Good Neighbour Council is active. 

Another point to keep in mind when describing the adult scene 
is the expensiveness of holidays for families who vish to go south. 
The fares alone for parents and several children can be staggering 
without adding the costs of accommodation and living while away. 
A lot of family people are just unable to afford to go avay for a 
break. 

Let us now list the NEEDS as we see them. 

THE NEEDS 

3.1.2-l. 

3.1.2.2. 

3.1.2.3. 

3.1.2.4. 

3.1.2.5. 

3.1.2.6. 

3.1.2.7. 

BASIC EDUCATION IN LIVING 

THE NEED TO STRENGTHEN THE FAMILY UNIT 

SUPPORT FOR SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 

THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF PARTICULAR PEOPLE 

THE LONELY 

THE AGED 

COMMUNICATION WITH THE SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT ANT 
OTHER AGENCIES 
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Some NOTES on these NEEDS. 

3 -1.2.L BASIC EDVCATLON IN LIVING 

We have talked about how we have found adults and some of the 
things we have to do, and try to do to assist them with food, 
furniture, arranging priorities, supporting the lonely, and the 
unmarried mothers and so on. The need we see surfacing is a 
basic education for these adults, and especially those planning 
to marry in such ordinary, but yet fundamental things as: 

Housekeeping 

Budgeting 

Shopping 

Elementary cooking 

Bringing up children 

Arranging priorities 

Using leisure time 

The fact that people come knocking on our doors looking for 
food vouchers, and wanting furniture is symptomatic of a much 
deeper problem than the immediate need. These people are unable 
to look ahead, plan for a house, begin saving for the furniture, 
putting money aside for clothing, health, and so on. They don’t 
know what it is to list their own needs, then arrange these needs 
in order of priority and then plan. They need a basic education 
in these simple housekeeping tasks. 

3.1.2.2. THE NEED TO STRENGTHEN THE FAMILY UNIT 

There is no doubt that the normal family, in which the father 
and mother live happily together and the children are brought up 
in an orderly, peacefilled and disciplined manner that places a 
lot of stress on a loving relationship, can still suffer many 
traumas in its development. All these traumas and stages of growth 
are just so much exaggerated when the family unit has been dis- 
rupted. We see the need to support, strengthen and encourage the 
family unit in every possible way. One of the causes of trouble 
in Alice is the conflict of cultures between migrant families and 
their children living with Australian cultural values. Our support 
and encouragement should flow over to migrant organisations too. 

3.1.2.3. SUPPORT FOR SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 

There are large numbers of one parent families in the Alice. 
By single parent families we meant 

Unmarried mothers 
Deserted wife/husband 

There is an urgent need in Alice Springs to support all these 
single parent families. In the case of the unmarried mothers, almost 
all of them are teenaqers, and obviously, too young to manage on 
their own. If they live in a flat, they soon become lonely. If 
their neighbours are unfriendly and their parents don’t want them, 
they have not much hope from the start. 

The supports that all these people are looking for are friends, 
financial assistance through the Social Security Department, in- 
formation and assistance with health, education, and voluntary 
agencies who can help them with counselling, furniture, housekeep- 
ing, budgeting and the like. Play Groups can be a great assistance 
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in developing friendships and normalising relationships for 
the children. 

3.1.2.4. THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF PARTICULAR PEOPLE 

Under this heading we want to talk about the needs of the 
psychiatric person and the alcoholic. These people place un- 
realistic pressures on our workers that are difficult to satisfy. 
Of all the needs listed so far, these needs are perhaps the most 
demanding. The need for public trustees to handle the affairs 
of these people has surfaced. 

3.1.2.5. THE LONELY 

There are people in Alice Springs who have no friends; they 
have fled from home, or perhaps arrived from a foreign country; 
perhaps a wife has been deserted by her husband, maybe the husband 
is away on work that takes him from the home for long periods at a 
time. There are all sorts of reasons. A campaign against loneli- 
ness, an extended effort towards meeting people on a personal level, 
a recognising of the individual worth of all citizens, is a para- 
mount need of the Alice community. Such a program could result in 
the lowering of people’s needs to seek solace through abusive use 
of alcohol, and the feeling of isolation in the community. 

Another interesting aspect of the lonely is their sensitivity 
to what is given them and the spirit in which it is given. With 
the growth of affluence and our social welfare program this has 
become more apparent. The needs are there as in the past. Com- 
puters can write cheques which can be delivered, cashed and spent 
without a word being spoken. Man does not live by bread alone 
and people need people to demonstrate their value as human beings. 

3.1.2.6. THE AGED 

3.1.2.7. 

The aged contain the pioneers among their ranks and these 
people have a special call upon our interest and concern. In a 
special manner they need our time and friendship, our understand- 
ing, warmth and care. The Old Timers Home in the Alice is doing 
a great job caring for these old identities. The Home is well 
supported by the local Service Clubs and Voluntary Agencies 
together with Government assistance. Yet their very presence in 
the town is a reminder to all of us of the need we have to repay 
our debts to these early settlers. 

COMMUNICATION WITH THE SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT AND OTHER 

AGENCIES 

Acknowledging the need for assisting people on a personal 
level should make government and voluntary agencies more co- 
operative in their dealings with individuals in need. All too 
often there is a feeling of getting rid of tiresome and trouble- 
some cases. An organisation such as the Council for Social 
Services could well benefit the efforts of welfare agencies in 
Alice Springs. We feel, too, that there is a constant need to 
bring to the notice of all agencies the latest developments and 
benefits available to people. This need is being met to a 
certain degree in Alice Springs and its continuation is 
essential. 
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3.2.1. THE YOUTH SCENE 

We now want to look at Youth in Alice Springs. We want to 
outline the scene here and list the NEEDS as we see them. 

The youth of Alice Springs make up a large percentage of the 
population. 

We could describe the youth scene in the Alice under the 
following headings: 

3.2.1.1. TRUANCY 

3.2.1.2. UNEMPLOYMENT 

3.2.1.3. BOREDOM 

3.2.1.4. DRINK 

3.2.1.5. DRUGS 

3.2.1.6. CRIME, especially break, entry and stealing, 
illegal use of motor vehicles, 
malicious damage. 

3.2.1.7. LACK OF PARENTAL CONTROL and SUPERVISION 

3.2.1.8. ITINERANT YOUTHS 

3.2.1.9. THE HOME SITUATION 

3.2.1.10. THE ABORIGINAL SITUATION 

3.2.1.11. THE BRIGHTER SIDE OF THE PICTURE 

3.2.1.1. TRUANCY 

Truancy and absenteeism runs at a high rate. In the Gap area 
of Alice Springs children of primary and secondary age, roam the 
streets, or ride around in groups on their bicycles. There is no 
follow up by the education authorities on the absentees, or pres- 
sure put on the children to go to school. This absenteeism is 
saying something about the school system. 

3.2.1.2 UNEMPLOYMENT 

This is widespread. Opportunities for work are very limited 
and schemes that could be used prove to be very cumbersome and 
useless. The youths roam the streets, fall into crime or are 
just simply bored. 

3.2.1.3. BOREDOM 

Because they are unemployed, or away from school and are not 
occupied, the youths become bored and this leads to all kinds of 
vice. 

3.2.1.4. DRINK 

It is frustrating to see youths collecting cartons of beer at 
any time of the day and going off in their groups to consume it. 
The drunken youths do irresponsible things, cause a lot of damage, 
bring sorrow to a harassed parent where one exists and end up 
under the temporary control of the law, which in the final analysis 
is ineffective in trying to charge or control them. 

3.2.1.5. DRUGS 

The presence of drugs in Alice Springs is a fact. The group 
that seems to be affected most is the 19 - 25 year section. The 
Alice is on the main route from Darwin where the drugs are brought 
in, to the distribution centre in New South Wales. Some crops are 
grown in the area, but the main supply comes in from time to time 
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through carriers from the ‘top end’. 

3.2.1.6. CRIME 

The incidence of crime amongst youth in Alice Springs is 
high because of the truancy, absenteeism, unemployment and 
boredom. The law seems to be ineffective in controlling it. 

3.2.1.7. LACK OF PARENTAL CONTROL AND SUPERVISION 

Through observation, visitation, and experience with 
parents’ problems, it is easy to see where a lot of the trouble 
with youth stems from. There is no real home life, usually only 
one parent, or perhaps both parents out working and no one at 
home to supervise the children after school. Children can do as 
they like. Many of the truants are not made to go to school. 
It is a hopeless situation. Parents have lost their nerve and 
they need a lot of support and careful handling in educating 
them to their duties. 

3.2.1.8. ITINERANT YOUTHS 

Alice Springs seems to be the ‘Mecca’ for disillusioned 
youths from the south. They think they are going to settle here, 
or make quick money or something. The end result is, of course, 
lads with no money, having had no meal for some time and just not 
knowing what to do next, turning up at the door of the Catholic 
Presbytery and being very grateful for any kind of assistance. 

3.2.1.9. THE HOME SITUATION 

In Alice Springs we have situations where there is no father 
in the home, where the children don’t know who their father is, 
children who are even uncertain of their own name, where there 
is drinking, frequent drunkeness, fights and unhappy relations 
and the children feel, and even are unwanted. These youths need 
some kind of emergency accommodation. 

3.1.1.10. THE ABORIGINAL SITUATIOA: 

All the comments made above can be expressed for whites, full 
bloods or mixed bloods. However, the problems are often compounded 
in the case of the mixed bloods, because they are neither white nor 
black and feel very much as outcasts of society. 

3.2.1.1L THE BRIGHTER SIDE OF THE PICTURE 

In order to be accurate with our description of the Youth 
Scene in Alice Springs, we want to say something about the good 
things being done for the youth of our town. 

One has only to look at the way the young are catered for in 
SPORT to see the great number of opportunities that any boy or 
girl has to pick from. On any Saturday there are vast numbers of 
teams taking part in all kinds of sports. The youth are really 
well catered for in this respect. The Council provides plenty of 
grounds and they are well kept. There is also an excellent swim- 
ming pool. There are also opportunities for individual sports 
like horse riding. 

The young are active in the Keep Alice Springs Beautiful Cam- 
paign. They are also to the fore with their ROTORACT group. 
Activity and Interest groups operate at the High School in after 
school hours and further groups can be found at the Town Youth 
Centre and the Gap Youth Centre. A positive step in assessing 
and training youths with social problems has been the opening of 
Giles House which is doing excellent work in the short time of 
its existence. 
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3.2.2 THE NEEDS OF YOUTH 

We list these as follows: 

3.2.2.1. SUPPORT FOR FAMILY LIFE 

3.2.2.2. A REALISTIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 

3.2.2.3. SOME SIMPLE EMPLOYMENT SCHEMES 

3.2.2.4. A FRESH AND ENRICHING RELATIONSHIP WITH POLICE 

3.2.2.5. ASSISTANCE FOR STRANDED YOUTH 

3.2.2.6. EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION 

3.2.2.7. PROGRAMS TO IMPROVE THEIR SELF-IMAGE AND MOTIVATION 

3.2.2.8. PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

3.2.2 .L SUPPORT FOR FAMILY LIFE 

The need here is to treat the family as a unit. Props for 
the parents, encouragement and activities for the children, 
places where the family can go as a whole and recreate together, 
enjoy themselves and so grow and develop as a viable unit. 
These units are the basis of society. All our energies, and 
the energies of the Government and other agencies should be 
directed to supporting the whole family. 

3.2.2.2 A REALISTIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 

Something hasto be done in an area like the Gap area of Alice 
Springs to provide a realistic schooling for the children not going 
to school. There are many reasons why these children don’t go to 
school but two of the main reasons would be the fact that the 
present system is not meeting the needs and the parents are not 
making their children go to school. 

We feel that this problem should have a very high priority 
in action to be taken. 

We suggest a pilot scheme that would do something for the 
children in this area of town. The children we are talking about 
are not confined to just the Gap area of the Alice, they can be 
found all over the town, but there is a concentration in this 
area. These children have been poor attenders at school right from 
the beginning of their school days. They are of mixed race origin 
but not always, poorly cared for, have low motivation, often from 
one parent families, and have gradually developed attitudes of 
embarrassment, shame and lack of self-confidence. 

But, these children are human beings with expectations and 
felt needs that need to be developed and satisfied. 

The realistic system we are suggestinlg would : 

* Be interesting, creative and innovative. It would allow the 
children to do the things that they are happiest and confid- 
ent at handling. For example, plenty of activity with their 
hands. These children do have extraordinary facility to be 
creative. 

* Be flexible. This system would need to forget about time- 
tables, syllabi and other structures which can be so inad- 
equate, unattractive, even sometimes dehumanising to children 
as well as teachers, and so allow for flexibility. 

* Have a thrust towards remedial treatment. 
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A further comment is needed regarding the needs of the 
isolated chiLd. Perhaps nowhere in Australia is that term more 
apt. Not only could we classify all the children in Alice Springs 
as Isolated, but, of course, we do have a great number of 
children from stations out from the Alice who qualify for that 
title. These children, who possess extraordinary qualities of 
endurance and fortitude in the face of hardship, deserve to 
have their needs met in Alice Springs. We want to mention, too, 
the needs of the 160 HANDICAPPED children living in the Alice 
Springs District. These children have special and pressing needs 
that must be met. The work of the newly formed Handicapped Centre 
is to be commended. 

3.2.2.3. SOME SIMPLE EMPLOYMENT SCHEMES 

There are of course several schemes at present that provide 
some training and employment opportunities. However, by the time 
forms are filled in, submissions made, examination carried out, 
amendments added, the original idea has lapsed, the lads have gone 
cold on the scheme and the scene has changed. 

If only there was some way of putting an idea into operation 
immediately and doing the evaluation later. There are just so 
many factors that need to be operative to get a scheme off the 
ground. In the meantime the days tick by and the lads become 
depressed again. 

One suggestion we make concerns the employment of Northern 
Territory youths. The Legislative Assembly should build into its 
laws the requirement that employers like the Banks, Railways and 
even Government Departments be encouraged to employ a certain 
percentage of NT youths. 

Another suggestion is to adopt two of the current programs 
being used in England for youths. One is the Youth Opportunity 
Program for under 19’s and the other is the Special Temporary 
Employment Program for 19 to 25 year olds. Both these Programs 
could absorb a lot of the slack in youth numbers in Alice Springs. 

3.2.2.4. A FRESH AND ENRICHING RELATIONSHIP WITH POLICE 

The young people of Alice Springs need to see the police in a 
better light. If the police could give more time to being with 
youth in a relaxed and recreational atmosphere, then a lot could 
be done to improve the image of the police and to develop a richer 
relationship with them. This is an important point and needs to 
be acted on straight away. 

3.2.2.X ASSISTANCE FOR STRANDED YOUTHS 

There needs to be some ready access for agencies to be able to 
help with finance, shelter and other needs, the youths who become 
stranded in the Alice. While not advocating the wholesale dis- 
tribution of unlimited funds, there is a need nevertheless to see 
youths through those difficult days when their money has run out 
and they have no shelter and they wait for someone down south to 
send them up money to help them on their way. 

3.2.2.6. EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION 

One of the needs we have seen surfacing in Alice is the need 
for emergency accommodation. We have already mentioned that some 
youths do not go ‘home’ at night. Some have no real home to go to. 
Others find the deplorable conditions at home untenable. These 
youths crowd into another’s home and this gives rise to new 
pressures. While not wanting to alienate the young from their 
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home there is a pressing need in Alice Springs now for emergency 
accommodation for these youths. The accommodation would be of a 
temporary nature and the idea would be to get them back in their 
home environment as quickly as possible. 

The youths in Alice Springs are the same as youths everywhere. 
When contented, happy, free of their hangups and frustrations and 
treated responsibly they respond just like any other youths. These 
youngsters crave for affection, recognition, understanding, 
patience and kindness. Give them those things and you have them 
right on-side. They’ll do anything for you. It’s not laws, 
schemes or money that they really need, they simply want people. 
While administration and bureaucracy is necessary, it’s at the 
face to face level that the real work is done. The need is to get 
understanding people into the field. 

3.2.2.8, PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

It is felt that young people should have access to agencies 
like Family Planning Clinics where their needs can be treated 
with understanding and confidentiality. This area is the precinct 
of the parents. With the breakdown of family life, this matter is 
not being attended to and there is a need for genuine personal 
relations to be built up between the young and responsible adults. 
These mature people can supply direction, advice and encouragement 
that can be of practical and lasting value. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We make the following recommendations : 

4.1 THE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY 

4.2 THE GOVERNMENT 

4.3 THE ABORIGINES 

4.4 MOST PRESSING NEEDS 

4.1 THE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY 

4.1.1. The establishment of a Community Development Program. 

4.1.2. Training of parents for Family Life, including the setting up of 
Courses like CHILD DEVELOPMENT for young mothers. 

4.1.3. Support for Family Life. 

4.1.4. Establishment of a Workshop type Centre for unmarried mothers to 
provide activities and overcome loneliness. 

4.1.5. The establishment of a Forum to: 

* talk about PROBLEMS and the NEEDS as we see them arising, 

* talk about the WAYS of meeting these NEEDS, 

* communicate with and encourage one another. 

4.1.6. Developing, setting-up and supporting YOUTH PROGRAMS 

4.1.7. Support YOUTH at the High School. 

4.1.8. Establish a PILOT EDUCATION SCHEME to cater for Absentees, Drop- 
outs and Force-outs. 

4.1.9. Establish LIFE-LINE on a~24-hour-basis and set it up in a 
Community Centre. 

4.1.10. HOPE in the FUTURE for YOUNG PEOPLE. 
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4.2 

4.2.1. 

4.2.2. 

4.2.3. 

4.2.4. 

4.2.5. 

4.3 

4.3.1. 

4.3.2. 

4.3.3. 

4.3.4. 

4.4. 

5. CONCLUSION 

THE GOVERNMENT 

Broadening of Communication between Government Departments. 

Encourage Government Departments to continually re-evaluate 
their AIMS and their effects on clients. 

Monitor closely the cost of living in the Northern Territory and 
Alice Springs. 

Set up simple training and employment programs for the youth and 
the un-employed. 

Improve the image of the Police by involving them in School and 
Youth activities. 

ABORIGINES 

Increased help and support for the FRINGE CAMPS including the 
excellent work being done by the TANGITJARA COUNCIL to provide 
suitable accommodation, water, sewerage, and health and 
educational opportunities. 

Establishment of educational programs for the Aborigines including 
adult education in literacy, and social living. 

Employing Aborigines on a pro-rata basis in Government Departments 
by setting up training schemes for them and introducing them into 
work-experience programs, so that they can be readily employed 
when opportunities arise. 

The Central Australian Aboriginal Congress be actively supported 
and encouraged in its efforts to cater for theedwational needs 
of fringe-camp children in Alice Springs. 

MOST PRESSING NEEDS 

The two most pressing needs that must be attended to immediately are: 

4.4.1. UNEMPLOYMENT 

4.4.2. ALCOHOL ABUSE 

The Catholic Church of Alice Springs thanks very sincerely the 
Board of Inquiry into Welfare Needs for the opportunity of making 
this Submission. It has given us the thrust we needed to examine 
what we are doing in the welfare field and to put some order into 
what we see as the needs. 

We look forward to talking with the Board, in due course, on 
the issues we have raised. 

Father A.F. Meaney MSC 

For and on behalf of 
The Catholic Church 
Alice Springs 
October 1978 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN 

A FRINGE CAMP SITUATION - John McCarthy 

06 the Append&a we ncp&oduce on& Appcvicfix No. 6.70 in &LU: 

10 SOME THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN LIVING IN A FRINGE CAMP 

SITUATION - John McCarthy. 

Children attend the OLSH Primary School from the following 3 camps: 

Mt Nancy: Situated north-north-vest of Alice Springs on 
the eastern side of the Stuart Highway, 
opposite Co-Ord Transport. 

Charles River: Situated across the Charles River near 
St Phillip's College and 

Undoolya Road: Situated east of Alice Springs on the southern 
side of Undoolya Road past Sadadeen High School. 

There are no permanent dwellings or facilities in this camp, 
as there are in the other 2 camps, and it is from this camp that 
the majority of children attend the School each day. At present 
the Central Australian Aboriginal Congress is transporting the 
children from these 3 camps to and from school each day as well 
as providing the children with a cut lunch. 

This positive action by Congress ensures the regular attend- 
ance of these children at the school each day. 

But in order to effectively cater for the educational needs 
of these children, teachers, in consultation with community 
leaders, need to develop a curriculum that is relevant and 
meaningful to the people living in those communities and in 
keeping with their real needs, wishes and aspirations. 
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For school education does not operate in a vacuum. The child- 
ren are shaped by the values and attitudes of their parents, peers, 
and the surrounding community far more than by the school itself. 

As Watts’ explains, schools bring little influence to bear on 
a child’s achievement that is independent of his background and 
general social contact. 

Therefore the school needs to consider the possibility of 
teachers working with the children and their families in the com- 
munities, especially in the early years of the child’s development, 
in order to adequately prepare the child for entry into the pre- 
school and primary school. 

The task of the school in the community would be to accept the 
Aboriginal child as he is, and his home and community as emotion- 
ally and cognitively significant to him. 

The role of the teacher then, would not so much be that of an 
agent of change, but of someone who is sensitive to cultural dif- 
ferences and who is able, according to Sommerlad*, to develop 
appropriate teaching strategies to capitalise on the individual’s 
distinctive learning styles, strengths and orientations. 

For one of the greatest dangers in our present system of 
education, according to Hart3, is that Aboriginal parents feel 
redundant; they are given the impression that their way of life, 
their culture, and their values are superseded and the giant machine 
of schooling will take care of all the education the children need. 

But by actively involving parents in the school process, in 
the camp situation, then programs can he built on cultural values 
so as to enhance the learning of the individual and, more import- 
antly, to enable the student to develop a positive valuation of 
himself and a pride in his ethnic heritage. 

For the consequences of negative feelings of identity and of 
an unfavourable self-image are all-embracing and far reaching. 

Jessor and Richardson4, reviewing all the available research 
evidence, have summed them up: feelings of helplessness and in- 
feriority, passivity and defeat, an effacing self-image, expecta- 
tions of failure and belief in negative expectations of themselves 
by teachers. 

A fundamental difference in values between Aboriginal and 
European society, according to Duke and Sommerlad5, is the 
emphasis of the former on the group or community, as opposed to 
the emphasis on the individual. 

Individual aspiration and attainment underlie Western Educat- 
ional philosophy and practice, stressing the role of education in 
developing the potential of the individual to the full. 

A system of education which is responsive to Aboriginal 
values would emphasise the needs of the community rather than the 
individual, since “young people should be learning for their 
community and not for themselves. IV6 

The community rather than the individual then becomes the 
client of the education system. 

In order for self-determination to be meaningful, Aborigines 
should have opportunities to participate at all levels in 
decision making on issues affecting their own lives and should 
have ultimate control over their own affairs. For it is only 
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through opportunities for responsible decision making that 
Aborigines can begin to recover their self-respect and develop 
some feeling that they are masters of their own destiny. 

In practice this must mean that Aboriginal people are free to 
decide what future they want for themselves, and their children, 
and to have control over the nature and pace of their development. 

This may well mean that Aboriginal people define for them- 
selves goals unacceptable to whites, but it is important that we 
respond to the needs of the people as they express them rather 
than “implementing programs designed to meet the needs of the 
bureaucracy or the preconceived ideas about what $e people want 
or need and held to be in ‘their best interests’. Such pro- 
grams, as have been demonstrated in the past, are destined to fail. 

Further it is important to return some vestige of authority 
and responsibility for social matters to the community leaders. 
By so doing, the Church is demonstrating in a positive manner her 
concern to promote the social control and social organization of 
the communities and thereby prevent any further social breakdown 
of fringe-camp communities from taking place. 

“The return of this authority is essential if we wish to halt 
the disintegration of Aboriginal Communities and help create the 
climate in which the process of social change will be encouraged,“8 

Aboriginal fringe-camp communities have themselves taken positive 
steps to improve conditions in the camp by forming a Council, 
Tangatjira, to assess the real needs of the various communities, 
to establish priorities and to take concerted action to improve 
the living conditions of Aboriginal people living in these com- 
munities. 

Through the Tangatjira Council, representatives from all the 
Alice Springsfringe-camps can now have a real say in their own 
affairs and can play a significant role in the setting of goals 
and the development of programs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

- The Central Australian Aboriginal Congress be actively sup- 
ported and encouraged in its efforts to cater for the educational 
needs of fringe-camp children in Alice Springs. 

- The Tangatjira Council be actively supported and encouraged 
in its efforts to improve the living conditions and to meet the 
real needs of the Aboriginal people living in the fringe-camp 
communities. 

1 

2 
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SUBMISSION ON ABORIGINAL TEACHER EDUCATION 

by Cletus Read FMS (Santa Teresa) 

ORIENTATION 

Any research into Aboriginal teacher education vhich deals 
only with what is utilitarian and superficial and fails to come to 
grips with the deeper realities of human existence, will eventually 
prove to be a futile and wasteful exercise. I believe that this is 
so because the major problems in Aboriginal education as a whole 
derive from the essence of the process and not from the structures. 

The more a cultural group progresses in technology, industry and 
commerce, the more it is inclined to focus on the physical and to 
lose sight of the non-physical in its philosophy of education. In 
the European cultures, education experts tend to concentrate on 
elements such as vocational training and on trappings such as plant 
and to overlook what is basic. It is therefore important for us 
right from the outset to keep clearly before our minds the fact that 
material things are not given a high priority in the value system of 
Aboriginal cultures and that the burning problems in Aboriginal 
education derive from deeper levels than institutions. They surface 
from what is fundamental and they are directly related to culture 
itself: the cultural identity of a minority group in a rapidly 
changing world; the cultural identity of the younger members of the 
group caught between pressures from older members and from outside 
influences; the internal tensions in Aboriginal society building up 
as the generation gap broadens; the understanding of cultural 
differences in a pluralistic society; the survival skills needed to 
cope with life in a multi-cultural society; the challenge of main- 
taining pride in the culture of a pre-industrial society when con- 
fronted by the superficial wonders of a technological society; and 
so on. 

Keeping this in mind I believe that the factor which is most 
influential in inhibiting progress in the development of trained 
Aboriginal teachers is the racist behaviour of people of European 
cultural background towards people of Aboriginal culture. Maybe 
these patterns of racist behaviour are products of history and are 
exercised without awareness or ill-will. Maybe they are expressions 
of racist attitudes. Be that as it may, they are destructive and 
they are responsible for the slow progress being made in developing 
a sizeable group of qualified Aboriginal teachers. 

In the not too distant past the declared policy of the Australian 
Government was assimilation. Members of the powerful major culture 
openly stated that it was their aim to bring about acculturation by 
compulsion and to destroy the culture of the powerless minority. In 
the face of a world awakening of sensitivity to cultural values and 
to the human rights of minority groups the Australian Government has 
ostensibly retreated from the assimilation policy and has espoused 
self determination. When we reflect on what is happening in Aborig- 
inal schools and analyse the obstacles being placed in the way of 
Aborigines who wish to qualify for registration as teachers of Aborig- 
inal children, we can’t help wondering what has really changed since 
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the days of the assimilation policy. It could be argued that, by 
manipulating a situation in which Aboriginal schools are kept 
under the control of European principals and European class 
teachers, the Australian Government is effectively destroying the 
culture of Aborigines by indirect means whilst paying lip service 
to self determination. 

I believe that the most urgent task to be performed in planning 
the future of Aboriginal teacher training is to find ways of elim- 
inating double standards so that Aboriginal teacher trainees can 
be offered the same level of encouragement and opportunity as are 
presently enjoyed by European teacher trainees. 

AIM AND METHODOLOGY 

European Australians say that we are a multi-cultural society; 
that we are committed to a policy of self determination for each 
cultural group; that we recognize the equality of cultures; that 
Aboriginal culture has equal status with European culture; that 
Aborigines have the same rights in their culture as Europeans have 
in theirs. I aim to demonstrate that this is not true for Aborig- 
ines who wish to qualify for registration as teachers of Aboriginal 
children. 

I will examine particular situations from the point of view of 
European teacher trainees and I will deduce from the findings the 
expectations which Aboriginal teacher trainees might entertain on 
the basis of cultural equality. Then I will show that the reality 
in each of these situations falls far short of those expectations 
and that we are tolerating double standards. 

BASIC CONCEPTS 

First of all it is necessary to clarify some basic concepts so 
as to give precision to the argument. All human societies have a 
cultural basis and they also have ways of introducing successive 
generations into their culture ranging from simple instruction in 
the family circle to lecturing in advanced technology in complex 
institutions. This total process of initiation into the living 
culture of a human community is called EDUCATION. 

CULTURE can be defined as the patterns of ideas, feelings, 
values, relationships, behaviour and meanings which are shared by 
a human community. Culture is related to education at the most 
fundamental level because education is the process by which culture 
is transmitted. 

In the education process we can distinguish certain component 
ELEMENTS such as knowledge, vocational training, value systems, 
critical faculty, and so on. 

RACISM is discriminatory behaviour on the part of one cultural 
group towards another on the basis of alleged biological as well 
as cultural superiority. 

In the Australian situation we are dealing with a multi- 
cultural society. To facilitate and focus discussion, I will 
make use of a simplified model of Australian society and rep- 
resent it as made up of two cultures which I will designate as 
European and Aboriginal. The obvious inaccuracies in this crude 
model will not have significant bearing on the argument I wish to 
present. 
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Our whole education system should be involved in the task of 
initiating new generations into a bi-cultural society. We should 
therefore expect to see European children being trained to live 
full lives in their own culture and also being taught the know- 
ledge and skills they will need to enable them to re.Late to and 
to work with Aborigines in a pleasant and appreciative atmosphere; 
and Aboriginal children being trained primarily to take on an 
Aboriginal identity and, at a secondary level, to cope with the 
relationships, institutions and situations which will arise from 
associations with the dominant cultural group. 

CONSIDERATIONS 

***** European Australians entering the teaching profession have 
had general opportunity to prepare for tertiary training. They 
have had ready access to an extensive system of primary and 
secondary schools and their early preparation would have taken 
place in their first language in an environment in tune with their 
culture; and the objectives, curriculum and training would also 
have been relevant to their culture. It could be expected, there- 
fore, that Aborigines entering the teaching profession would have 
had ample opportunity to complete primary and secondary education 
following courses relevant to their culture, and that this prep- 
aration would have been carried out in a friendly and supportive 
environment. 

Not so. In general urban Aborigines have to attend the local 
high school for their secondary education; they form a minority 
group in a European style institution staffed by Europeans, con- 
ducted along European lines and working towards objectives re- 
lated to the needs of European children. Aboriginal settlements 
have very limited facilities (if any at all!) for secondary 
education and children from settlements wanting secondary education 
have either to live with relatives in fringe camps around towns 
such as Alice Springs or they have to go away to a residential 
college. They must carry out their secondary education in a 
language foreign to their culture. Aboriginal teacher trainees 
have had very limited encouragement and opportunity to prepare 
for tertiary training. 

***** For a European belonging to a highly technological, indust- 
rialised and commercialised society, it is appropriate that the 
parameters chosen for assessing level of education would include 
competence in certain academic disciplines at matriculation level. 
The Aboriginal teacher trainee might expect that the parameters 
chosen to measure his level of education would take into account 
the fact that Aboriginal society is not highly technological, 
industrialised or commercialised and that cognizance would be 
taken of his proficiency in Aboriginal languages, his incredibly 
detailed knowledge of his environment, his highly developed powers 
of observation, his knowledge of bush lore, his understanding of 
a complex social system and of a rich mythology, and his skill 
in being able to survive under conditions in which Europeans 
would inevitably die. 

Some tertiary institutions do make special provision for 
Aboriginal students in their entry conditions but none give 
accreditation for Aboriginal learning. We usually treat Aborigines 
unjustly by using the wrong parameters to assess their level of 
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education. Here is an illustration: “Holders of the Aboriginal 
School Teachers’ Certificate (awarded after three years of 
teacher training), however, on gaining permanent membership of 
the Commonwealth Teachers’ Service (CTS), are appointed as Band 1 
teachers with TWO YEAR trained status. The granting of the TWO 
YEAR trained status rather than THREE YEAR trained status results 
from the fact that some of the work in the three year programme 
is at matriculation level rather than at tertiary level”. When 
European teachers are posted to Aboriginal schools they do not 
lose any status even though they may have had no training whatso- 
ever in Aboriginal culture. So Aborigines are penalised in status 
for deficiency in academic standard (which is merely an element of 
the.education process) but Europeans are not penalised in status 
for deficiency in knowledge of the culture of the children they 
are teaching - and culture is at the very heart of education. 

***** Most European Australian teachers have been trained 
specifically to teach European children in European schools and 
they have no intention ever to teach Aboriginal children in 
Aboriginal schools. They can obtain registration as teachers and 
they become eligible for posting as class teachers, deputies and 
principals without having to undergo training to teach Aboriginal 
children. They are not required to learn an Aboriginal language, 
to study Aboriginal culture, to develop the skills needed to live 
with reasonable ease in an Aboriginal community or to develop the 
expertise to manage and teach classes of Aboriginal children. 
That all seems to be very reasonable. It could be expected, too, 
that it would be possible for Aborigines to qualify to become class 
teachers, deputies and principals in Aboriginal schools without 
first having to qualify to teach European children in European 
schools. In other words, we could expect that Aborigines could 
qualify for registration as teachers solely on their ability to 
teach Aboriginal children in Aboriginal schools. 

The reality is that in most Australian States the only way an 
Aborigine can qualify for registration as a teacher is to attend a 
tertiary institution set up for training European teachers for 
European schools. Moreover the Aborigine has to work in a second 
language and his skill as a teacher is gauged by his ability to 
teach a European curriculum to European children. The Territory 
is the only state which has a special tertiary institution for 
training Aboriginal teachers - but the Batchelor course is also 
designed so that Aboriginal teachers will qualify to teach in 
both cultures. 

***** European Australians show great anxiety to have their 
children taught by teachers of their own culture. For example, 
Australians who have taken jobs with the administration in Papua 
New Guinea and who work in Port Moresby have set up their own 
school staffed by Australian teachers. They prefer not to send 
their children to schools staffed by teachers of another culture, 
It is easy to understand their concern when we remember how deeply 
education is involved with culture. We would expect European 
Australian people also to be anxious for Aboriginal children to 
be educated by Aboriginal teachers and that they would be willing 
to encourage and help Aborigines to get registration. 

We have just seen, however, that European Australians don’t 
make it easy for Aborigines to become registered to teach 
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Aboriginal children in Aboriginal schools - they require Aborigines 
to qualify to teach in both cultures before being granted regist- 
ration. And this is the case even for those Aborigines who wish 
to teach only in the school in their own community and who have no 
wish to teach European children. Europeans seem to be more con- 
cerned about preserving European academic standards than they are 
about ensuring that culture is faithfully transmitted. 

***** Teacher training institutions designed to prepare European 
teachers for European schools have been set up in the centres where 
European population is most dense - Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide, Perth, Darwin . . . . . This is a sensible arrangement and 
most convenient for European families. We might expect to find 
teacher training institutions for preparing Aboriginal teachers for 
Aboriginal schools (institutions of another kind, perhaps) in those 
parts of Australia where the Aboriginal population is most dense to 
suit the convenience of Aboriginal families. 

To gain qualification for registration as teachers Aborigines 
have to attend European institutions designed to train European 
teachers for European schools (with the exception of Batchelor). 
Aborigines usually have to make long journeys to capital cities and 
reside away from their families and their country for three years 
or more if they want to become registered teachers - a difficult 
ordeal for people in whose culture family and country are so import- 
ant. Aborigines who live in the north of WA have to go to Perth, 
more than a thousand miles away - Aborigines whe live in CentralAust- 
ralia have to go to Batchelor near Darwin. The European administ- 
rators make conditions very hard for Aboriginal teacher trainees. 

***** Institutions designed to train European teachers for European 
schools follow programmes and use methods consistent with the trad- 
itions and culture of European people and the objectives of the 
education process are related to the needs of European children. We 
would expect to find that there are institutions for the training 
of Aboriginal teachers where the institutions themselves and the 
methods followed respect the traditions and culture of Aborigines 
and where the objectives are formulated to meet the needs of 
Aboriginal children. 

In most cases Aborigines have to adapt to programmes and 
methods traditional in European society if they wish to obtain 
registration as teachers. The single exception is at TAFE College, 
Batchelor, where an effort has been made to adapt the training 
programme in some ways to Aboriginal culture. Freedom to adapt, 
however, is very limited because of the stringent conditions for 
registration laid down by academic insitutitions and by those 
exclusive clubs, the teachers’ unions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is no doubt that double standards do exist in the treat- 
ment of teacher trainees of the two cultural groups and that 
Aboriginal teacher trainees are suffering extreme disadvantage in 
comparison with their European counter-parts. 

The reality of the present situation is that European Aust- 
ralians are showing racist patterns of behaviour in their treat- 
ment of Aborigines who wish to become teachers and it is the task 
of those planning the future development of teacher training to 
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investigate and expose these behaviour patterns and to advise 
what steps should be taken to correct the injustices that are 
being done. I see this as a first priority because I think 
that other initiatives haven’t got much hope of success until 
discrimination is eliminated. 

A rider needs to be added to the argument. When we examine 
the disadvantages being suffered by Aborigines in the matter of 
teacher training we must recognize that some degree of disad- 
vantage is inherent in being a member of a minority culture in a 
multi-cultural society. This consideration does soften the force 
of some of the argument I have presented but obviously it doesn’t 
destroy the argument. 

THE 'NEUTRAL' ARGUMENT 

There are some who argue that it is gross exaggeration to say 
that maintaining European teachers in Aboriginal schools is con- 
tributing to the destruction of Aboriginal culture; that the 
family has responsibility for initiation into the culture and for 
developing attitudes, values and behaviour patterns relevant to 
the culture; that the school has a supplementary role to play 
and it teaches the specialised knowledge and the more sophisticated 
skills which are beyond the teaching resources of the family; that 
Aboriginal children learn their culture in the camp and that the 
school does not play any significant part in developing beliefs, 
attitudes and values; that the school isn’t involved in the power 
struggle between European and Aboriginal cultures. These people 
make a distinction between education and schooling. They say that 
the school is NEUTRAL. 

Nonsense ! 

All sections of the educative community are involved in 
developing the beliefs, attitudes and values of the new generation: 
family, wider community, church, school, peer group................ 
Differences in roles are brought about by differences in emphases 
on functions and not by complete separation of functions. Certainly 
the particular role of the school is to teach specialised knowledge 
- buttheschool cannot avoid being an influence in the development 
of culture. Aboriginal schools are certainly instruments in devel- 
oping the attitudes of Aboriginal children to their own culture and, 
without a doubt, the fact that most of the class teachers in Abor- 
iginal schools are Europeans is a significant factor in bringing 
about erosion of Aboriginal culture. 

Paulo Freire addresses himself to this very subject when speaking 
about churches, but what he says i s equally applicable to schools 
so I quote him and make the appropriate insertions in brackets: 

“We cannot discuss churches, (schools), education or the role 
of churches (and schools) in education other than historic- 
ally. Churches (and schools) are not abstract entities; 
they are institutions involved in history. Therefore to 
understand their educational role we must take into con- 
sideration the concrete situations in which they exist. 

The moment these statements are taken seriously we can 
no longer talk about the neutrality of churches (and 
schools) or the neutrality of education. Such assertions 
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of neutrality must be judged as coming either from 
those who have a totally naive view of history -- 
or from those who shrewdly mask a realistic under- 
standing behind a mask of neutrality.’ When people 
insist on the neutrality of the church (or of schools) 
in relation to history or to political action, they 
take political stands which inevitably favour the 
power elites against the masses. 

‘WASHING ONE’S HANDS’ OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE 

POWERFUL AND THE POWERLESS MEANS TO SIDE WITH THE 

POWERFUL - NOT TO BE NEUTRAL! ” 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE TIWI CONCEPT OF HEALTH 

Sr Sally Johnson FDNSC 

Achnaw.&dgement b given to the many Kiwi pe.op& who have 
ahmed witi me X.heLt expuiencu and tie&t knowledge ;thti 

enubfing me ta wk-te thti papu. 

“We are wrong about cause and effect, 
Our medicine deals only with effects, 
With symptoms. 
Causes are in behaviour, 
in a way of life, 
Causes are in the spirit, 
Many die from degenerative diseases, 
Products of civilisation, 
Cures must be sought where causes are.“l 

Many doctors stress the fact that there is a wide area of misunder- 
standing of sickness and medical terms between trained medical personnel 
and the ordinary lay person. If this creates such difficulties in health 
care delivery within our western society, then I propose that we haven’t 
even started to scratch the surface as far as facing the difficulties of 
effective health care delivery in the cross-cultural situation with 
Aboriginal people. In this essay I will attempt to expose some of the 
difficulties that have come to my notice (as a nurse) while living with 
Tivi people of Bathurst and Melville Islands. These islands are situated 
110 kilometres north of Darwin. 

It seems to me that we have been extremely ethnocentric in our 
approach to health care with the Aboriginal people. I believe that we 
(Australian nurses and doctors) take our world so much for granted that 
we don’t understand that there might be another way of looking at it. 
We have built a whole system of health care delivery based on our world 
view and novve aresaying to Aborigines “Now you take over, see we have 
built it up for you”, and we wonder why “the Aborigines won’t take 
responsibility. ” 

Let me give an example of what I mean by an ethnocentric approach 
in the medical field. 

For many years I tried to teach the Aboriginal Health Workers about 
the ‘germ theory’ which is so basic to our understanding of sickness, and 
I wondered why this was not such a tremendous revelation to them that they 
could not wait to take the information back to their people and “change 
their ways. ” I did not understand how threatening my explanations were to 
their whole view. During the last few years, since I have tried to take 
into account my ethnocentric attitudes and have been involved in a dia- 
logue with Aboriginal people about health, I have experienced something of 

1. Words of Hertha Larive reported in a pamphlet entitled Adam, Abraham 
and Health, by Stan Windoss. 
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the reverse where my point of view has been threatened. I believe that 
I have resisted this threat by clinging to what I know to be right, and 
this is exactly what the health workers did for years while I tried to 
get them to accept the ‘germ theory’. I know that sickness is caused 
by germs. They know that sickness is caused by spirits, or by magic 
worked by other people. 

On the next few pages I will attempt to present some of the main 
recurring themes and beliefs which have come to the surface in searching 
for the Tiwi understanding of sickness and health, and try to draw some 
practical conclusions from this. 

AMPIJI 

The Tiwi equivalent to the Rainbow Serpent is a creature called 
Ampiji who lives in a lake at Mungantu on the south western side of 
Bathurst Island. It seems that even though Ampiji lives in this lake 
he can be found in any water - this fact is borne out in many beliefs 
about Ampiji and sickness and death. 

“The rainbow is Ampiji standing up. We 
don’t look at it or our mother or grand- 
mother might die .” 

“If you see your own image in water Ampiji 
will strike you. This happens especially 
with young men who have anything to do 
with initiation ceremonies on the mainland. 
They forget their own customs.“2 

There is a typical example of this at Nguiu (the main township on 
Bathurst Island) today. A man who spent several years on the mainland 
during the war years mixing with other tribes came back home. Soon 
after his arrival he saw his reflection in a pool on the road and later 
suffered a cerebral vascular accident which left him paralysed down one 
side. Western medicine experts say he suffered the stroke because of 
high blood pressure which must be closely watched or he will have another 
stroke. The Tiwi health workers do not share the same concern about his 
blood pressure. 

“If anyone plays around with mainland magic, 
then goes to the lake at Mungantu, Ampiji 
will bite his nose.” 

The people who were given as examples of this were suffering from 
either yaws or leprosy. Maybe it is not stretching things too far to 
say that the Tiwi people saw what is contained in the above statement 
as the cause of yaws and leprosy. 

Ampiji has a special predilection for new babies and pregnant 
women. If either of these have to cross a creek the mother does so 
holding a fire stick or a bunch of burning pandanus leaves; she also 
lights a lot of fires after they have crossed the water. If she does 
not do this both she and the baby will get sick. Because Ampiji is a 
spirit creature he does not like the light and will go away. A woman, 
while she is menstruating i s never allowed to travel on the ocean 
because there is no protection from Ampiji there. 

2. The many quotes like this through this essay are personal 
communications from various Tiwi people. 
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“A young mother does not wash herself 
or her clothes near a river or tap. 
The reflection of Ampiji will go into 
the young mother’s stomach - her sister 
does the washing for her.” 

It is interesting to note that this does not apply to showering 
or washing in modern houses. These beliefs explain why when a mother 
has a baby in the hospital at Nguiu she will never go home if it is 
raining; she waits until a fine day. Until we understood it, and 
told them that we did, there were all sorts of weak excuses which 
seemed very unreasonable to us, especially if we needed the bed, 
or were overcrowded by our standards. 

CAUSES OF NON SPECIFIC ILLNESS: 

1. LACK OF OUTWARD SIGNS OF GRIEF 

If grief is not shown by a relative after a death, the spirit of the 
dead person, annoyed at the lack of grief, will make the offending person 
ill. This explains (what appears to be) excessive (real or feigned) 
grief shown at the time of a death or funeral. The wailing, if inside a 
room, can be almost deafening and there are numerous “sorry cuts” and 
bruises. Because, in this culture, the outward expression of grief is 
not only allowed but encouraged, it must have a healing effect on the 
person grieving. 

2. YIRRANKIMI 

Yirrankimi is a word used to describe the feeling of shame resulting 
from being refused something. The Tiwi social system aims at minimising 
this shameful feeling or “saving face”. Yirrankimi is very often the 
first word that is used when discussing the cause of accidents or mis- 
fortunes. This fact seems to be in conflict with one of the conclusions 
of Jane Goodale who wrote in 1971 (having done her study in 1962): 

“Most misfortunes are considered to be 
self induced by personally provoking 
the actions of an angered spirit. All 
physical accidents fall into this 
category and are the result of improper 
observance of taboos, rituals, or social 
customs. 11 3 

In my experience an accident is never considered to be the person’s 
own fault in any way, nor does the actual physical, obvious (in our sense) 
cause of the accident have anything to do with it. These things are all 
overlooked, and what the patient was doing before he met with the accident 
is brought into focus. If anyone had recently refused a request from this 
patient, he was labelled and accused. It appears that these days, money, 
cigarettes or food are the worst things to refuse, but even worse than a 
straightout refusal is the giving of these things in a sullen or angry way. 

“The other night my uncle came to our 
home and asked for meat - he was full 
drunk. I said to him ‘I’m sorry but I 
have only got enough meat in the house 
for my kids to have their breakfast, I 
can’t give you meat.’ 
He turned and started to walk away. I 

3. Goodale, Jane C. (1971), p.229. 
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was frightened, so frightened that I ran 
inside and got some food and ran after 
him. I was afraid that something would 
happen to him that night and I would 
be blamed. ” 

This fear of being blamed for someone meeting with an accident 
results in people never being able to refuse a request that they 
can reasonably meet. It also results in the donor’s judging the 
reasonableness of a request and not the receiver (as is the case 
in our society). This custom minimises embarrassment and stress. 
It is interesting that the latter is looked at as a major cause 
of illness in our society today. Yirrankimi is also impossible to 
harmonise with our economic system. 

After an accident I often find myself asking ‘why?’ or ‘how?’ 
The Tivi ask ‘who?’ This has also been remarked by Berndt and Berndt. 

Mostly a death or near death triggered off 
a set of ‘why’ questions. It wasn’t that 
people queried how something happened, at 
least on the surface. If a person was 
taken by a shark or crocodile or died from 
drowning or snakebite or some other visible 
cause, the immediate cause was not normally 
in dispute. There was no mystery about it. 
It was the hidden cause that mattered. The 
question was ‘why?’ in terms of ‘vho?‘4 

The usual cause for the sudden death of a young person these days 
(with much movement between here and the mainland) is that some main- 
land person has taken his kidney fat. The Tivi have never practised 
this among themselves, but believe that it is done to them. 

3. DELIBERATE INTENTION TO HARM 

These, in my opinion, touch on the area where the Tivi people come 
closest to sorcery. 

“If I have an enemy and I put her soiled underclothes in a tree 
between two branches that rub together, as the clothes wear out 
she will get thin and die.” 

This is often given as a cause of Tuberculosis. 

“When an enemy or someone who was jealous of the way someone 
sang Kulama (a special ceremony) saw that person eating 
sugarbag (honey from the wax) the old Lwax/, using ;Miparriyi fern 
leaf to poke it and then suck it - well, he would wait. When 
the man had gone the enemy would pick up the Miparriyi fern, 
smash it and then the man would lose his voice.” (Comments in 
bra&e&i mine. ) 

4. BREAKING A PVKAMANI TABOO 

When a woman’s husband dies she climbs down into the grave and cuts 
all her hair off, this includes under her armpits and her pubic hair. 
She burns the hair, has a wash and then paints herself all over with 
black and white clay. The reason for this is to alter the appearance 
of the widow and destroy her body odour so that the spirit of her dead 
husband would neither recognise her nor smell her. The spirits of the 

4. Catherine H. Berndt and Ronald M. Berndt (1978) p.103. 
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dead are lonely people always on the lookout to steal the spirit of 
some Living person as 3 companion. They are also very sensitive and 
this explains the very strong taboo on using a recently dead person’s 
name (or any word that sounds remotely like it). Hearing his owr; nan.e 
will attract the spirit’s attention. This would result in- sickness cr 

. death as the spirit: of the person who spoke the word - or an),bod) in 
the vicinity - is iikely to be stolen for company. 

There is alsc a cilstom that a near relative of someone recer,tly 
dead does not touch food, and until after a certain ceremony he 1s 
fed by others. I have not yet understood the philosophy behind t his. 

I have often flir,ched when I have heard it expressed that 
Aboriginal people will ‘just have to forget these old practices itno 
take on our ways’. These rituals and taboos are really riot so foreign 
to western thinkir.g when we examine them. I find a particular ctlord 
of likeness struck.. when I compare them with many of our hospital rituals, 
most of which - b) the way - are based on our ‘germ theory’. 

Magical properties are attributed to? common disinfectar1t.s ir; most 
hospitals. For instance, the bed occupied by a patient is washed with 
a disinfectant immediately after discharge, as is his bedside locker. 
Whereas the mattress on which he slept, and frequently the call buzzer 
and the earphones are not similarly treated. Two magical elements enter 
into this situation. Firstly, it is well known to the nurses that 
the disinfectants they use are not capable of destroying the bacteria 
which might remain. However, the aroma is pleasant and presumab:.y wafts 
away the organisms. Secondly, the same aroma must be presumed to destroy 
the same organisms uhichcantaminated the mattress, etc., or else it is 
believed that the organisms have conveniently clustered on the bedstead 
only. 

An interest.ing example of semantic magic is involved in this 
situation. It would appear that the aura of Lister’s discovery (Ithe 
‘germ theory’j and its dramatic consequences persist and forn the basis 
for the ‘disinfecting’ which has often been empirically demcrtstrated 
as futile. 

Barrier nursing is another interesting exampie of this. If a 
patient 1s ‘infectious’ everyone who attends him is expected to wear 
a gocln. It is presumed thnt the outside of the gow (which IS frequently 
reversed by different personnel) will. act as a charm to prevent the 
organisms landing on such items as collar, hair, shoes and stockings. 

Its pervasive magic spreads to the coins, books, papers, letters etc. 
which the patientJ.y freely handles and passes to such people as visitors. 

Remembering that the Aboriginal’s knowledge is part of the way he 
understands the world, let us ask the question “To be or not to be”; 
Aboriginal taboos and rituals or white taboos and rituals? 

CAUSES FOR SPECIF,.C ILLNESSES: 

1. LEPROSY 

Various causes seem to be attributed to ~~urikuvatingjmu, (the Tiwi 
uord for leprosyj. 

(a). Mainland magic 

(bj Ampiji 

(c) A punishr.lent for murder - as in the first Tiwi taken to 
Channel Lsland. 
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2. BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 

In order to bring about this illness an enemy places faeces from 
the patient either on an anthill or in a sealed bottle in the bush. 
In 1972 we wondered why there was not much community co-operation 
with a hookworm detection survey which involved the collection of 
specimens of faeces for examination. It is also interesting to note 
that a cure for diarrhoea in babies is to place some of his or her 
faeces on an anthill - apparently the outcome depends on the intention. 

3. LYMPHADENITIS 

If a man or woman hits his or her brother’s children it will result 
in swollen painful glands (especially glands in the groin called 
Pulinga) for the punisher. 

4. SCABIES 

Cyclone Tracy brought this illness. 

5. CRIPPLING 

If one’s clothes are chopped up with an axe you are likely to be- 
come crippled. There is a case here today of a woman who made her 
mother angry when she was young because she did not want the boy she 
was promised to. The mother chopped up her clothes and subsequently 
the woman suffered a stroke leaving her a hemiplegic. 

6. CONCEPTION AND BIRTH 

To explore the beliefs and taboos associated with conception and 
birth would mean the writing of another lengthy paper. However, I 
will give a few examples of beliefs about this. 

i. If a young pregnant woman eats catfish her baby will be born with 
no hair or will be blind and dribble a lot (? mongol). 

ii. If she eats dugong tail then the tail will hit her husband on his 
back. 

iii. If she eats stingray the baby will have sores on his leg. 

iv. If she walks around at night she might have twins. 

v. If a mother has a hard labour and does not want to have any more 
children, y ou put the placenta on a fire in a hole and she will 
not have any more babies. 

vi. A spirit child (Wanipilituwa) Lives on the ground until the husband 
or aunt dreams about it, then it enters into the mother and is 
called Jipipilituwa. 

“When you are sitting near a new mother the 
spirit child spits on you” - this is another 
sign that conception has occurred. 

SIGNS THAT SOMEONE IS SICK OR DYING: 

The general signs that someone is going to die are - 

i. Clouds covering the whole sky for days 

ii. The sun shining while the rain is falling 

iii. A falling star 

iv. A red moon. 
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Then there are more specific signs which tell what dreaming 
the person belongs to. Dreaming (or Pukwi) for the Tivi is distinct 
from totem (which is a matrilineal grouping and underlies the mundane, 
practical day to day matters). It is more sacred than totem and is 
passed on from a father to his children. The people of the same land- 
holding group have the same dreaming (and these days the same surname). 
A Tivi has more than one dreaming and he often speaks to them. Some 
are - shark, pig, goat, jungle fowl, dog, horse, buffalo, catfish, 
shellfish, parrot, crocodile, snake, turtle. If he sees one of his 
particular dreaming figures he knows that it has come to tell him 
something. If he dreams about another dreaming he knows that some- 
thing is going to happen to someone of that dreaming. 

“If I dream about a pig, then I know that something is going 
to happen to one of them. If I want to wipe this dream out 
so that it doesn’t come true I have to spit in the fire as 
soon as I wake up .‘I 

Finally there are even more specific signs which tell a Tivi 
which relation is in trouble. If a particular type of sharp pain 
or ‘heavy cramp’ is felt in a certain part of the body this indicates 
which relation is sick or dying. 

Part of the Body 

Calf 

Shoulder 

Relation Affected 

Brother or sister (one totem) 

Anyone on father’s side or a 
son-in-law. 

Breast or abdomen (like 
labour pain) 

Mother or children. 

Foot 

Big toe 

Hand or cheek 

Brother-in-law. 

Husband. 

Anyone from the same grandfather 
as yourself. 

Groin Children or brother. 

I was fortunate enough to witness this perception and the extra- 
ordinary accuracy of it recently while I was staying with a group of 
Tivi on the western side of Bathurst Island at Rangku. On Tuesday 
evening a falling star was seen and I was told that a Tivi was going 
to die somewhere. The next morning a small crocodile was shot and when 
it was brought to the camp a woman of the crocodile dreaming told me 
that someone of her dreaming was going to die. Later in the day a woman 
was complaining of a sharp pain in her shoulder. When I asked her if 
she wanted something to ease the pain she said “No, it will go away when 
we get the news .” She was referring to the fact that this pain was let- 
ting her know that her son-in-law was the one who was going to die. Sure 
enough, the next day the news reached us that this particular man of the 
crocodile dreaming had died. 
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TIWI CURES FOR ILLNESS: 

Illness 

Lower abdominal pain 

Headache 

Sore mouth - babies 

Head or chest pain 

Sore eyes or ears - baby 

Baby with diarrhoea 

Sores 

Chest infection 
Diarrhoea 
Urinary tract infection ) 
Sores > 

Sore throat 

Chest infection 

Chest infection 

Scabies 

Fever 

Cold or chest infection 

Chest infection > 
Tuberculosis > 
Diarrhoea > 

Cure 

Cut each toe and let the blood out. 

Small cuts on the forehead to let 
the ‘bad blood’ run out then put 
fire on the blood. 

Mother cuts her shin and puts the 
blood on her nipple - the baby 
then drinks it. 

Tie the affected part with pandanus 
string (Miyarti). 

Wash the affected part with 
breast milk. 

Sit the baby in mangrove mud or 
cover him in it. 

Bile from the gallbladder of a 
wallaby or possum. 

Jimijinga (a type of gum tree) 
(a) chew the leaf raw 
(b) boil the leaves then drink 

the juice or wash in it. 

Waluwalinga (green ants nest), 
boil it, then drink it. 

Timirrarringa (woolybutt tree) 
cut out a piece of the inside 
bark, smash it up, boil it until 
the water goes red, then let it cool 
and drink it and wash in it. 

Mijinga (tree at the edge of the 
mangroves) boil the leaves then 
drink it. 

Tarripilima (small tree) cut a piece 
of bark, boil it and then wash in it. 

Murinyini - wattle tree; boil the 
leaves and wash in it. 

Mulani - a grass; boil the grass and 
wash in it. While it is boiling the 
steam makes a very effective inhal- 
ation. 

Miparriyi (fan palm), 
(a) chew the raw stem 
(b) smash the stem, soak it overnight, 

then boil it and drink it. 
(c) mix the raw stem with honey and 

eat it 
(d) bake the stem then chew it 
(e) the leaf is used to poke a certain 

type of beeswax to get the honey out. 
(f) this is the leaf which was used trad- 

itionally to cut the umbilical 
cord at birth 
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Cure 

Mowkatinga - a vine, 
(a) chew the leaf 
(b) boil the leaves and drink it 

and wash in it. 

Pukilijipa - a mangrove tree, 
put the bark in a tin with water 
overnight and wash in it in the 
morning. 

Illness 

Diarrhoea 

Influenza 

Because of the present ‘dependency’ era of Aboriginal culture, we 
who are ,at the interface between western medicine and Aboriginal health 
should be on the alert to see that we are not the cause of the ‘pill 
PoPPing ’ (or over-medication) era of western culture flowing over into 
Aboriginal life. Perhaps Phillip Roberts OBE could see this coming when 
he said in 1972: 

“Whites are accustomed to work more or less against nature. 
But we Aboriginal people are used to being part of it. 
Nature is our boss and we cannot go against it. When 
whites go against nature they are unable to control the 
damage they have done. Nature is powerful and provides 
us with food, fresh air, clear minds, 

5 
hysical and mental 

health, the ability to have children.” 

I think we have a serious responsibility not to stand in the way of 
traditional cures and also only to use sophisticated western medicine 
when absolutely necessary, and when the outcome can be accurately pre- 
dieted. The outstation movements are certainly a help towards this end, 
and as well as this, they assist in raising the general standard of 
nutrition which is so bound up with health. We all know the types of 
food that are popular in settlement stores (flour, sugar, soft drink etc); 
as a comparison I will attach a list of foods (recently compiled) eaten 
by a group of people living at an outstation on Bathurst Island (Kukuwuni) - 
cf. Appendix A. Even though each of these foods is not available all the 
year round, the variety is extraordinary. 

Any attempt to understand Tiwi attitudes towards sickness and health 
makes me realise just how far from the mark our health service is. It is 
based completely on the western point of view, and as such is not even 
meeting the sickness needs of Aborigines, let alone entering into areas 
of preventive health. 

Because of this completely different world view or framework that we 
work out of, it seems obvious that the only people equipped to deliver a 
meaningful health service to Aborigines are Aboriginal people themselves. 
Given as much western medical information as they can handle, it would 
seem that they should then be left free to decide how this could be used 
in their community. At the same time - because Aboriginal philosophy 
has still a lot to teach us - it would be ideal if the nurse living in an 
Aboriginal community was involved in a continuous dialogue on health, 
feeding Aboriginal ideas on health and sickness back into western society. 
Then instead of the emphasis being placed on Aboriginal failure to 
assimilate to our norms, it should rather be placed on our failure to 
devise strategies that accommodate to their world view. 

5. Part of an address given by Mr. Phillip Roberts, Liaison Officer, 
Office of Aboriginal Affairs. Recorded in Better Health for Aborigines, 
1974, p.28. 
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yirrikala 

vaki japa 
piranga 
jukvarringa 
arrayi - pilivini 
pirikilimira 
yivurli - mvarini 

milipukani 
vurripiti 
tukwarirruka 
vu jirrima 
miyurti 
mituringa 
pijurrunga 
mijingarringa 
kirlimpima 
kirimpika - vurlanga (generic) 
tunkurninga 
pirranjinga 
pirnikinga 
marntuvunyini 
mirningatinga 
kitirika f., jarakalani m. 
yirrikipayi 
pajipajuvu / karaka 
mirrimpi 
minta- kvaka 
vurranya / tipilipama 
miyarti 
miparriyi 

parlivurni 
kanuli 
jimi jinga 

murranga 
yupvarna 
jalivoka 
varani / rani 
pvatari 
pulimantaka 
juntuma 
vurnika 
parntirringa 
pinyama 
yankumvani 
malakini 
yimparra 
mangunya - jiparrura 
tumurankini - yatukvani 
yilinga - tipiyikva 
tarnikini 
jilarringa 
jirraka 
kipvapi - marinyi 
kirilima 
vuninga 
kiripurrani 
pakitiroti - yuvarnti 

TIWL FOOD Appendix A. 

(cheeky) mangrove worm (boil) 
type of whelk 
mussel 
oyster (large) 
periwinkle 

mangrove worm (eaten raw) 
cockle 
curved mud whelk 
nerite 
coat-of-mail shellfish 
different 11 
bailer shell 
prawn 
crayfish 
crab 
white mangrove snake 
eel 
type of catfish 
dugong 
tortoise 
turtle 
crocodile 
turtle eggs 
seagull eggs 
nuts of xamia palm 
nut of pandanus 
young pandanus (white stalk chewed) 
fan palm - leaf eaten raw; trunk of 

palm is cooked 
fern tree (stalk is chewed raw) 
fruit - small quince shape 
leaf of small tree - boiled, then water is 

drunk (counteracts diarrhoea) 
yam 
bush pumpkin 
bush ‘potato’ 
root like a carrot 
brown round root 
white pod 
thin black branch (near swamp) 
black plum 
white grape 
wild apple 
green and like passionfruit 
nut 
thin honey 
thick honey 
vitchetty grub 
carpet snake 
flying fox 
potato-like, but must be cooked 
wallaby 
bandicoot 
jungle fowl 
possum 
frilly lizard 
water goanna 
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yintumwnga - pwluwurringika - 
pwampunga 

turninga 
kawarri / muvani 
paluran ji 
kirliwaringa 
yampartukuni 
pi laminga 
pin jawuni 
tuwuluwuni 

punarrika 
vurrikiliki 
jurriyi 
tirrintirri 
yinkaka 
naringa 
arntirringarika 
majirripurajuwu 
arlupunyika 
vutirrivutirri 
murupulingini 
kulutuki 
jurruwa 
arrarini 
kavukawuni 
karrutinga 
arntongi 
jilarti 
miputi 

tree rat 
blue tongue lizard 
goanna 
giant ray fish 
stingray (approx. 5 species) 
flat shell (cooked) 
green fruit 
green fruit (grows in the jungle) 
round red on outside, with one black 

nut inside 
rootof water lily 
goose 
duck 
white headed shelduck 
white cockatoo 
black cockatoo 
coloured parrot 
large parrot 
black-faced cuckoo shrike 
rainbow bird 
large pigeon 
small pigeon 
Melville Is. friar bird 
royal spoonbill 
small unidentified bird 
little whimbrel 
jabiru 
brolga 
generic term for fish (there are a 

great number of edible fish, each 
of which have a specific name in 
Tiwi.) 
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